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1 Introduction
When applying categorial grammars to the study of natural languages, it is traditional to assume a
universal collection of phrase-structure schemes. Not only are these phrase-structure schemes applied cross-linguistically, but a compositional type-driven functional semantics is usually assumed
to be determined by syntactic structure. It follows from these strong semantic and syntactic restrictions that all language-speci c generalizations must be lexically determined in a categorial
grammar; once the lexicon is established for a language, universal rules of syntactic and semantic
combination take over to completely determine the set of grammatical expressions and their meanings. With such a large responsibility being assigned to the lexicon, it is not surprising that a simple
list is not a suciently structured way of organizing lexical information. To achieve any degree
of empirical coverage, lexical mechanisms must be provided to account for natural generalizations
that exist within the lexicon of a single language.
In this paper, we will study the possibilities for applying lexical rules to the analysis of English
syntax, and in particular the structure of the verb phrase. We will develop a lexicon whose empirical
coverage extends to the full range of verb subcategories, complex adverbial phrases, auxiliaries,
the passive construction, yes/no questions and the particularly troublesome case of predicatives.
The e ect of a lexical rule, in our system, will be to produce new lexical entries from old lexical
entries. The similarity between our system and the metarule system of generalized phrase-structure
grammar (GPSG, as presented in Gazdar, et al. 1985) is not coincidental. Our lexical rules serve
much the same purpose as metarules in GPSG, which were restricted to lexical phrase structure
rules. The similarity is in a large part due to the fact that with the universal phrase-structure
schemes being xed, the role of a lexical category assignment in e ect determines phrase-structure
in much the same way as a lexical category entry and lexical phrase-structure rule determines lexical
phrase-structure in GPSG. Our lexical rules will also bear a relationship to the lexical rules found in
lexical-functional grammar (LFG, see Bresnan 1982), as LFG rules are driven by the grammatical
role assigned to arguments. Many of our analyses were rst applied to either LFG or GPSG, as
these were the rst serious linguistic theories based on a notion of uni cation. In the process of
explaining the basic principles behind categorial grammar and developing our lexical rule system,
we will establish a categorial grammar lexicon with coverage of English syntactic constructions
comparable to that achieved within published accounts of the GPSG or LFG frameworks.
Language, at its most abstract level, is simply a relation between expressions and meanings.
Syntacticians are primarily interested in the structure of the set of grammatical or well-formed
expressions, while semanticists concentrate on the range of possible meanings that can be expressed
by a language and the relation of these meanings to the world, to cognitive agents or to both. In
categorial grammars, lexical assignments to basic expressions and potential syntactic constructions

are restricted in such a way that only semantically meaningful combinations of syntactic categories
are allowed. The combinatorial semantics can, in a strong sense, be read directly from the syntactic
categories involved and their analysis, much as in the type-driven translation scheme of Klein and
Sag (1985). We will not be interested in particular semantic claims, either to do with the nature
of meaning or the particular meanings associated with individual lexical items, but will instead be
concerned with the purely compositional aspects of semantic interpretation having to do with the
way complex phrase meanings are built up from meanings and categories assigned to lexical entries.
The paper is organized roughly as follows. We start by presenting the basics of categorial grammar, including the directional functional category system, the nature of the lexicon, the semantic
domain structure and the basic applicative universal phrase-structure schemes. We then turn to
English and develop the simple noun phrase and verb phrase syntax, with a brief diversion to discuss the nature of modi cation in categorial grammar. We then develop a detailed account of the
core verbal lexicon, concentrating especially on the auxiliary system, control verbs and complex
adverbials. We then turn our attention to the development of a lexical rule system and apply it
to the core lexicon that we have created, concentrating on verbal lexical rules and the predicative
constructions in particular.
We will not be concerned, in this paper, with how unbounded dependency and coordinate
constructions can be treated within categorial grammars. Our attention in the base lexicon is focused on basic complement selection and in the lexical rules on bounded phenomena. The addition
of type-raising and composition rule schemes, abstraction metarules and other devices allow unbounded dependency and coordination constructions to be handled in a semantically appropriate
fashion. In particular, the approaches of Steedman (1985, 1987, 1988), Morrill (1987b, 1988), and
Moortgat (1987c, 1988, 1988b) to unbounded dependency and coordination constructions extend
and are compatible with the applicative phrase structure schemes presented in this paper.

2 Applicative Categorial Grammar
The study of categorial grammars originated with Ajdukiewicz (1935), who developed a logical
language in which the combinatory properties of expressions could be expressed functionally. As in
most linguistic analyses, every basic or lexical expression is assigned to one or more categories, in
categorial grammar. These lexical category assignments fully determine the combinatorial properties of expressions, because the set of phrase structure rules is assumed to be universal. Thus, any
language speci c details and generalizations must be expressed in the lexicon. Before introducing
our system of lexical rules, we will pause to lay out the basics of Bar-Hillel's (1953) pure directed
categorial grammar system, which will serve as the basis for our analysis of the English core lexicon.

2.1 Category System

The basic assumption of categorial grammar is that there is some xed nite set BasCat of basic
categories from which other categories are constructed. For our purposes here, it will be sucient
to assume that BasCat contains the following basic categories:
(1) Category Description
np(P; N; C ) noun phrase
n(N )
noun
s(V )
sentence
2

where P; N; C and V range over features drawn from the following nite lists:1
(2) Variable Feature Values
P
person
1,2,3
N
number sing; plu
C
case
subj; obj
V
verb form bse; fin; perf; pred; inf
We thus have 12 np possibilities, 2 n possibilities and 5 possibilities for s, depending on the values
assigned to features. We can simply assume that we have 19 basic categories and not worry about
the structure of these categories in terms of features.2
The nite set of basic categories is used to generate an in nite set of functional categories, each
of which speci es a (possibly complex) argument and result category. The fundamental operation
is that of concatenating an expression assigned to a functional category to an expression of its
argument category to form an expression of its result category, with the order of the concatenation
being determined by the functional category. For example, a determiner will be speci ed as a
functional category that takes a noun complement to its right to form a noun phrase result, with
agreement being handled by identity of simple features. More formally, we take the complete set
Cat(BasCat) of categories generated from the basic categories BasCat to be the least such that
(3)
Cat(BasCat) if
BasCat
= ;
Cat(BasCat) if ;
Cat(BasCat).
A category
or = is said to be a functor category and to have a domain or argument
category of and a range or result category of . A functional category of the form = is said
to be a forward functor and looks for its argument to the right, while the backward functor
looks for its argument to the left. With our choice BasCat of basic categories, the following would
all be categories in Cat(BasCat):
n(sing), (n(plu) n(plu)) = np(2; plu; obj ),
(4)
(s(fin) np(3; sing; subj )) = (s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ))
((s(fin) = np(3; sing; subj )) = np(2; plu; obj )) = np(1; sing; obj )
From now on, we will omit disambiguating parentheses within categories, taking the slashes to be
left-associative operators, so that, for instance:
= = ( )=
(5)
=
= ((
)= )
= ( ) = = (( ) = ( )) = .
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We will later extend the possible verb forms and cases to account for complementized sentences, expletives and
prepositional arguments. More ne-grained linguistic analyses would presumably assume a nite number of additional
features and corresponding values.
2
Our notation is intentionally suggestive of logic grammars, which are a particular kind of uni cation grammar
employing rst-order terms for data structures. The entire system presented here, including the lexical rules, has
been implemented straightforwardly in Prolog by simply using rst-order terms for basic categories and taking the
slashes to be in x binary functions. More sophisticated categorial logic grammars have been investigated for syntactic
analysis by Moortgat (1987) and Morrill (1988) and for semantic analysis by Carpenter (1989).

3

2.2 Semantic Domains

One of the basic tenets of categorial grammar is that the category assigned to an expression should
express its semantic functionality directly (this idea can be traced back at least to Montague
(1970)). The semantics of an expression is usually encoded using Church's (1940) simple theory
of functional types, where arbitrary semantic domains are assigned to basic categories and simple
functional domains are assigned to functor categories. For the sake of simplicity, we assume such a
simply typed semantics, though we note that other semantics for the -calculus could be adapted
just as easily (for instance, see Chierchia and Turner, forthcoming, who use an untyped (or monotyped) -calculus semantics for a categorial grammar analysis of properties and nominalization).
The set of types Typ is de ned following Church (1940) by taking the minimal set such that:
(6)
Typ if
BasCat
t1 ; t2 Typ if t1 ; t2 Typ
A type ; is intuitively meant to denote the type of functions from objects of type to objects
of type . We can de ne a simple typing function  : Cat(BasCat) = Typ that assigns a type to
every category by setting:
(7)
 ( ) = if BasCat
( = ) = ( ) = ;
Finally, we will de ne a semantic domain t for every type t Typ in the same way as Church, by
assuming that every basic type
Typ is assigned to some set
and that every complex type
t1 ; t2 is assigned a type according to the scheme:
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ht1 ;t2 i = Dt2 1

where we take AB to be the set of total functions from the set B to the set A. The result is
that every category is assigned to exactly one semantic domain. It is important to note that
there is no requirement that the domains assigned to di erent basic categories be disjoint, so that
for instance, the domains np(3;sing;subj ) and np(2;sing;obj ) could be identical. Similarly, there is
no restriction preventing the domains assigned to basic categories from being equivalent to other
functional domains that do not involve them; in Montague's (1970) analysis, the semantic domain
assigned to the complex verb phrase category was the same as that assigned to the basic noun
category. We will write : f for the pair consisting of the syntactic category and a semantic
object f drawn from the domain  ( ) .3
We will not be interested in the ne grained analysis of any particular semantic domain t ,
since it will not be relevant to the task at hand. A number of categorial semantics have been worked
out which are more or less compatible with the categorial grammar presented here (see Montague
1970, Dowty 1979, Carpenter 1989, Chierchia and Turner forthcoming).
D
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To be more precise, we follow Montague (1970) in using a -calculus expression as a stand-in for a semantic
object.
3
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2.3 Lexical Assignments

As is usual in formal grammars, we will suppose that we have some nite set BasExp of basic
expressions . For our purposes, BasExp can be taken to be a nite subset of English words.4 A
lexicon is then simply taken to be a relation between basic expressions and pairs consisting of
syntactic categories and semantic objects of the appropriate types. For instance, we could have a
lexical entry np(3; sing; subj ) : opus for the word opus if the constant opus were an element of
the domain np(3;sing;subj ). More formally, a lexicon is a relation
(9) Lex BasExp (Cat(BasCat) ),
subject to the semantic well-typing constraint that
(10) if e; ; f
Lex is a lexical entry then f is an element of the domain  ( ) .
Note that nothing in this de nition rules out lexical syntactic or semantic ambiguity, which would
correspond to lexical entries of the form e; ; f and e; 0 ; f 0 where = 0 and/or f = f 0 .
Most of the work in this paper will be directed toward the construction of a suitably rich lexicon
for dealing with the basic syntactic constructions of English.
D
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2.4 Application Schemes

Categorial grammar is essentially a phrase-structure formalism. What we mean by this is that
there are lexical assignments to basic expressions and a set of phrase-structure rules that combine
expressions to produce phrases purely on the basis of syntactic categorization. Categorial grammars
are rather unique among linguistic theories in postulating an in nite set of categories and phrasestructure rules rather than the nite set found in context-free phrase structure grammars. Luckily,
the set of rules used in categorial grammar is quite well-behaved, and in the case of the pure
applicative categorial grammar, can be derived as instances of two schemes. The reliance on
phrase-structure rules guarantees a resulting theory that is purely concatenative in that grammar
rules have locally determined behavior.5
Following our intuitive explanation of = as a forward-looking functor and
as a backwardlooking functor, we postulate the following two application schemes:
(11)
= :f :g
: f (g)
(forward application)
:g
:f
: f (g)
(backward application)
where ;
Cat(BasCat) range over all syntactic categories and where f
( = ) = ( n )
and g
 ( ) . We have written our phrase-structure schemes with a bottom-up orientation as
is common in categorial grammars. Note that because we have f
h ( ); ( )i and g
 ( ) we
will have f (g)
 ( ) , thus ensuring that the semantic type of the result is appropriate for the
n
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We will not consider phrasal lexical entries, though the formalism can be easily extended to handle them by
simply assuming that the lexicon can assign categories to arbitrary expressions. We will also not consider building
words out of morphemes categorially, though see Dowty (1979), Keenan and Timberlake (1988) and Moortgat (1987c).
5
Gazdar (1981) contains an interesting and relevant discussion of the role of syntactic categories in phrase-structure
grammars as fully determining distributional behavior locally. Gazdar contrasts the strict phrase-structure approach
with transformational analyses, and the paper contains a reply from Chomsky.
4
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resulting syntactic category . This last property is referred to as strong typing in programming
language theory, where a strongly typed program can never give rise to semantic type con icts.
It should be obvious that with a nite lexicon only a nite number of instances of the application
phrase structure schemes will ever be necessary. Instances with more slashes than lexical categories
will never be invoked, since the rules strictly reduce the number of slashes in categories. This means
that any nite categorial lexicon, together with the application schemes, will determine a grammar
structurally equivalent to a context-free grammar. Somewhat surprisingly, the converse to this
result also holds in the weak generative case, as was proved by Gaifman (Bar-Hillel, Gaifman and
Shamir 1960). That is, every context-free language (set of expressions generated by a nte contextfree grammar) can be generated by a categorial grammar applying the application schemes to a
nite lexicon. Consequently, evidence beyond simple acceptability of sentences must be employed
to distinguish between categorial and context-free grammars. The strongest motiviation for using
categorial grammars is the ease with which they can be extended to provide adequate semantic
analyses of unbounded dependency and coordination constructions.

3 Basic English Lexicon
In this section, we will provide a lexical characterization of the core syntactic constructions available
in English. We begin with the simple noun and verb phrases, then consider the nature of modi ers
and nally conclude with a more detailed analysis of the verb phrase. The point here is to create
a suciently rich base lexicon from which to begin to study lexical rules and other extensions to
the basic categorial framework.

3.1 Simple Noun Phrases

We begin our study of English with the simplest kinds of noun phrases, including proper names,
pronouns and simple determiner-noun constructions. We will use the determiner-noun analysis to
illustrate the way in which agreement can be handled in a simple way through schematic lexical
entries expressed in terms of features.

Proper Names and Pronouns
Proper names are the simplest kind of noun phrase, taking third person singular agreement and
occurring in either subject or object position. We will use the following notation to express lexical
category assignments:
(12) np(3; sing; C )
opus, bill, milo
We follow the convention of assuming that the variables can take on any of the possible values of
the feature over which they range. Thus, the above lexical entry is really schematically representing
two lexical entries, one where C = subj and another where C = obj . We will also assume that
there is a constant of the appropriate sort attached to each lexical entry for each word. Thus the
complete lexical entries for Opus would be np(3; sing; subj ) : opus and np(3; sing; obj ) : opus.
Even though we will only provide a single lexical entry for many categories, the reader is urged to
use his or her imagination to ll in the lexical categories of related expressions.
!
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The next simplest category is that of pronouns, which evidence a large degree of variation in
feature assignment. Pronoun distribution can be accounted for with the following lexical entries:
i
(13) np(1; sing; subj )
np(1; sing; obj )
me
np(1; plu; subj )
we
np(1; plu; obj )
us
np(2; N; C )
you
np(3; sing; subj )
he, she
np(3; sing; C )
it
np(3; sing; obj )
him, her
np(3; plu; subj )
they
np(3; plu; obj )
them
It can be seen from this list that pronouns, unlike proper names, can take a wide variety of person,
number and case agreement features. This will allow us to account for their pattern of distribution
in verb phrases and modi ers when we come to discuss the uses of noun phrases as complements.
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Nouns and Determiners
Besides being composed of a basic expression, a noun phrase can consist of a determiner followed by
a noun that agrees with the determiner in number. The result will be a third person noun phrase
which can show up in subject or object position. For nouns, we take the following lexical entries:
kid, man, penguin
(14) n(sing)
n(plu)
kids, men, penguins
n(N )
sheep, sh
Thus we can see that there are nouns which are singular, those which are plural and those which
can be both. Notice that since the category n(N ) really has two possible instantiations, we are not
committed to providing the same semantic constant for both the n(sing) and n(plu) entries of a
noun like sheep.
Determiners are our rst example of a functional category. We classify determiners as functors
which take a noun argument to their right to produce a noun phrase. This gives us the following
lexical entries:
every, a
(15) np(3; sing; C ) = n(sing)
np(3; plu; C ) = n(plu)
most, three
np(3; N; C ) = n(N )
the
In the entry for the we must pick one value for the number feature N and use it in both places,
thus getting an entry for the which is of the same syntactic category as most and another which is
of the same category as every.
We are now in a position to provide some phrase structure analyses. We make the standard
assumptions about admissible trees under a given lexicon and set of phrase-structure rules. We
have the following analysis of the noun phrase every kid:
(16)
kid
every
np(3; sing; C ) = n(sing) : every n(sing) : kid
np(3; sing; C ) : every(kid)
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We have used a categorial grammar notation for phrase-structure trees due to Steedman, with the
root of the tree at the bottom and the leaves along the top, with lines spanning the branches.
We will include feature variables in trees if the tree is admissible for any possible substitution
of features.6 Using the grammar as it stands, it is not possible to derive a category for strings
such as * three kid or * every men (we employ the standard notation of marking ungrammatical
strings with an asterisk). Similarly, the kid could only be analyzed as belonging to the category
np(3; sing; C ) : the(kid), and not to the category np(3; plu; C ) : the(kid), since the determiner
the can not be instantiated to the category np(3; plu; C ) = n(sing) since the same variable occurs
in the noun phrase and noun in the lexical entry for the.
It is interesting to note that this is not the only possible categorial analysis of noun phrase
structure. Another possibility which immediately presents itself is illustrated by the following two
potential lexical entries:
(17) det(sing)
every
np(3; N; C ) det(N )
sheep
Note that (17) assumes that determiners are assigned to a basic category and that nouns are
analyzed functionally. This assumption will lead to unsightly categories both syntactically and
semantically even in the simple cases of nominal modi ers such as prepositional phrases and adjectives. While (17) would provide the same distributional analysis as the one presented so far, it
turns out to be much simpler from the semantic point of view to interpret nouns as basic categories
and treat determiners functionally. In extended categorial grammars, type-lifted analyses are often
automatically generated for nouns such as kid in which they are assigned the category:
(18) np(P; N; C ) (np(P; N; C ) = n(N )) : Dhn;npi:D(kid):
In -abstracts such as this, we will write the type of a variable as a superscript in the abstraction,
usually omitting the features for the sake of readability.
!
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3.2 Simple Verb Phrases

We will classify verb phrases functionally as categories which form sentences when they are combined with a noun phrase to their left. Note that the verbal agreement properties of a verb phrase
are marked on its sentential result and its nominal agreement properties are marked on its noun
phrase argument. Typically, uni cation categorial grammars based on feature structures allow
features to be marked directly on a functional category and not require them to be reduced to a
pattern of markings on basic categories (Karttunen 1986, Uszkoreit 1986, Zeevat, Klein and Calder
1987). This liberal distribution of features on functional categories is also found in the head-driven
phrases structure grammars (HPSG) of Pollard and Sag (1987). We take the more conservative
approach in this paper of only allowing features to be marked on basic categories, assuming that
the more general approach could be adopted later if it were found to be necessary to express certain
types of syntactic distinctions. Explicit conventions such as the head feature principles of GPSG
and HPSG will be implicitly modeled by the distribution of features in functional categories such
as transitive verbs, relative pronouns and modi ers.
6

Logically, this means that we give the variables universal readings.

8

Intransitive Verbs

The simplest kind of verb phrase consists of a single intransitive verb. The categorization for a
simple base form intransitive verb is as follows:
(19) s(bse) np(P; N; subj )
sneeze, run, sing
Finite form verb phrases show the following agreement classes:
sneezes, runs, sings
(20) s(fin) np(3; sing; subj )
s(fin) np(2; N; subj )
sneeze, run, sing
s(fin) np(1; N; subj )
sneeze, run, sing
s(fin) np(P; plu; subj )
sneeze, run, sing
Finally, there are predicative and perfective entries for simple verbs:
(21) s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
sneezing, running, singing
s(perf ) np(P; N; subj )
sneezed, run, sung
There are no basic lexical entries with the verb form inf ; we make the assumption common in
uni cation grammars that to is be categorized as an auxiliary that takes a bse form verb phrase
argument to produce an inf form result. Note that three separate listings are necessary for the nonthird-singular nite verbs. Grammars that actually allow features to be manipulated in a sensible
way, such as HPSG, will not have this problem, which really only arises due to our simpli ed
treatment of categories as atomic objects. A common way to express the lexical entry for sneeze
would be using logical descriptions as in:
sneeze
(22) s(V ) np(P; N; subj )
n

n
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where
V = bse or
V = fin and (P = 1 or P = 2 or N = plu)

For instance, see Pollard and Sag (1987) for this kind of logical treatment of lexical entries in HPSG.
In any case, as far as the lexicon is concerned, there are really just 13 fully speci ed lexical entries
for sneeze, corresponding to the assignments of values to variables in the lexical entry that satisfy
the logical description.
We can now analyze simple nite sentences as follows:
sneezed
(23)
opus
np(3; sing; subj ) : opus s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) : sneezed
s(fin) : sneezed(opus)
Note that we will also be able to analyze non- nite sentences such as Opus running (which are
sometimes referred to as small clauses ) as being of category s(pred) using our lexical entries. We
make the contentious, but non-problematic, assumption that all verbs mark their subjects for case.
This means that we will be able to analyze the string he running, but not the string * him running
as being of category s(pred). Particular claims about these so-called small clause analyses may
di er with respect to the case assigned to the complement noun phrases in predicative verbal
lexical entries. The reason that we will not su er any problems on account of this decision is that
we assume that control verbs such as persuade independently take arguments corresponding to the
object noun phrase and in nitive verb phrase in verb phrases such as believe him to be running.
Thus, the main verb will be assigning case to the him which semantically plays the role of the
subject of the running.
n
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3.3 Basic Modi ers

In categorial grammars, a modi er will be any category which eventually combines with arguments
to produce a category of the form = or
, which are called saturated modi er categories.
We can formalize the notion of eventually producing a saturated modi er in terms of categories
that have applicative results which are saturated modi ers. We de ne the notion of applicative
result by the following clauses:
(24)
is (trivially) an applicative result of
is an applicative result of = or
if is an applicative result of .
A modi er will then be any category with an applicative result of the form = or
.
An important fact to keep in mind concerning the behavior of modi ers is that they iterate.
The iteration occurs in the following two schemes instantiating the application schemes:
(25)
= :f
:g
: f (g)
:g
:f
: f (g)
Thus any number of expressions of category = may precede an expression of category , and
similarly any number of expressions of category
may follow an expression of category .
n
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Basic Adjectives and Intensi ers

The simplest kind of modi er is the basic adjective. In English, adjectives combine with nouns to
their right to produce a noun result. We thus have the following categorization:
(26) n(N ) = n(N )
red, tall, fake :
This gives us the following analysis of a simple adjective-noun construction:
(27)
herring
red
n(sing) = n(sing) : red n(sing) : herring
n(sing) : red(herring)
Note that the number feature on both the argument and result categories in the adjectives is
identical. This will insure that an adjective-noun construction will be given the same number
feature as its noun. In other languages where adjectives are marked for agreement, an adjective
might have restrictions placed on its number value. But it is important to note that there is no
separate marking for number on adjectives other than those that occur in its argument and result
categories.
Intensi ers can be thought of as modi ers of adjectives, so that they take adjectives as arguments
to produce adjectives as results. This gives us the lexical entries:
(28) n(N ) = n(N ) = (n(N ) = n(N ))
very, quite :
We can use this lexical assignment to provide the following analysis of nominal intensi ers:
(29)
red
very
herring
n(sing) = n(sing)
: very n(sing) = n(sing) : red n(sing) : herring
= (n(sing) = n(sing))
n(sing) = n(sing) : very(red)
n(sing) : very(red)(herring)
!

!
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In this example, we have stacked complements to conserve space. We will not otherwise change
our bracketing conventions.

Basic Adverbs
Adverbs are only slightly more complicated than adjectives in that they modify verb phrase categories matching the scheme s(V ) np(P; N; C ). Adverbs also show up in both the pre-verbal and
post-verbal positions, with some restrictions on their distributions. We can account for these facts
with the following lexical entries:
(30) s(V ) np(P; N; C ) = (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
probably, willingly, slowly
s(V ) np(P; N; C ) (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
yesterday, willingly, slowly
These entries will insure that modal adverbs like probably only occur before verb phrases, temporal
adverbials like yesterday show up only after verb phrases and that manner adverbs such as slowly
and willingly can show up in either position. Again, rather than stating two entries for willingly and
slowly, logical uni cation mechanisms can be employed to capture the generalization of directedness
by employing a feature for the direction of the complement (this approach is taken in Zeevat, Klein
and Calder (1987)). The following is an instance of the way in which adverbs function:
(31)
cheating
probably
s(pred) np(P; N; C ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; C ))
s(pred) np(P; N; C )
n

n

n

n

n

probably

n
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n

n

cheating
s(pred) np(P; N; C ) : probably(cheating)
n

Remember that the variables occurring in the trees are interpreted in such a way that any substitution will yield an admissible tree. Just as with the adjectives, the features on the verb phrase
are percolated up to the result due to the identity between the features in the argument and result
categories of adverbials. Backward looking adverbs will behave in the same way.
Intensi ers for adverbs work the same way as intensi ers for adjectives, but we will refrain from
listing their category as it is of the form:
(32) s np = (s np) = (s np = (s np))
with the additional complications of feature equivalences and the fact that verbal intensi ers can
also modify post-verbal adverbs.
n

n

n

n

Prepositional Phrases

Prepositional phrases provide our rst example of modi ers which take arguments. We will rst
consider prepositional phrases in their nominal modi er capacity and then look at their similar role
in the verb phrase. To allow prepositional phrases to act as post-nominal modi ers of nouns, we
give them the following lexical entry:
(33) n(N ) n(N ) = np(P; N 2; obj )
in, with, beside
Thus, an expression categorized as an object position noun phrase following a preposition will
create a nominal modi er. A simple prepositional phrase will be analyzed as in:
(34)
opus
beside
n(N ) n(N ) = np(3; sing; obj ) : beside np(3; sing; obj ) : opus
n(N ) n(N ) : beside(opus)
n

!

n

n
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There are convincing semantic arguments for treating prepositional phrases as attaching to nouns
rather than to noun phrases (which would also be a possible categorization), since they fall within
the scope of quanti cational determiners in examples such as:7
(35) Every [student in the class] is bored.
In this case, the universal quanti cation introduced by every is restricted to students in the class.
Since prepositional phrases occur after nouns, they will create well-known structural ambiguities
when used in conjunction with adjectives. This is evidenced by the following parse trees:
(36)
penguin
tall
beside opus
n(sing) = n(sing) : tall n(sing) : penguin n(sing) n(sing) : beside(opus)
n(sing) : tall(penguin)
n(sing) : beside(opus)(tall(penguin))
n

(37)

tall
n(sing) = n(sing) : tall

penguin
beside opus
n(sing) : penguin n(sing) n(sing) : beside(opus)
n(sing) : beside(opus)(penguin)
n(sing) : tall(beside(opus)(penguin))
n

The structural ambiguity is re ected in the semantics at the root of the trees. In these cases of
structural ambiguity, the lexical semantics assigned to the modi ers might be such that there is no
resulting semantic ambiguity.
Prepositions are unlike simple adverbs and adjectives in that they apply to both nouns and
verb phrases. Since we have categorized nouns as category n and assigned verb phrases to the
major category s np, we will have to assign prepositional phrases to two distinct categories, one
of which is the noun modifying category which we have already seen, and the second of which is
the following verb modifying categorization:8
(38) s(V ) np(P; N; C ) (s(V ) np(P; N; C )) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
in, with, beside
This lexical entry will allow prepositions to occur as post-verbal modi ers, thus allowing a prepositional phrase such as in Chicago to show up in all of the places that any other post-verbal modi er
such as yesterday would. Note that there is a di erent person and number assigned to the object
of the prepositional phrase than the subject of the sentence through the modifying category. This
does not require the person and number of the prepositional object and modi ed verb phrase to be
di erent, but simply states that they do not have to be identical.
It is also possible to have prepositional phrases that do not take noun phrase complements.
These prepositions have the following simpli ed lexical entries:
(39) s(V ) np(P; N; C ) (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
inside, outside
n(N ) n(N )
inside, outside
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

!

!

!

See Partee (1975) for an argument in favor of the analysis presented here. Bach and Cooper (1978) later showed
how the underlying semantic scoping could be recovered with an np-modi er categorization of prepositional phrases.
8
The use of distinct variables P and P 2 indicates possibly di erent values of the person feature. But keep in mind
that all occurences of the same variable must be identical.
7
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Note that again we must provide two lexical schemes for these prepositions, one for their role as
nominal modi ers and one for their role as verbal modi ers.9
There has been some discussion regarding the actual category that is being modi ed by verbal prepositional phrases. While there is strong semantic evidence that the prepositional phrase
is a noun modi er in the nominal case, there is really nothing semantically that points toward
verb phrase as opposed to sentential modi cation. Thus, a possible lexical entry for the verbal
prepositional phrase would be:
(40) s(V ) s(V ) = np(P; N; obj )
in, with, beside
One diculty in settling this issue is the fact that in extended categorial grammars, the verb phrase
modi er categorization follows from the sentential modi er categorization. Rather than assuming
that the matter is settled, we simply assume the now more or less standard verb phrase modi er
category for prepositional phrases at the lexical level.
n

!

3.4 Auxiliaries

In this section we present a categorial treatment of auxiliaries in English along the lines of Gazdar
et al. (1982) and Bach (1983b). The sequencing and subcategorization requirements of auxiliaries
are directly represented in our lexical entries. It is assumed that an auxiliary category will take a
verb phrase argument of one verb form and produce a result of a possibly di erent verb form and
a possibly more restricted assignment of feature values. The semantic behavior of auxiliaries can
also be captured naturally within this system (see Carpenter 1989).

Modal and Temporal
The simplest auxiliaries are the temporal auxiliaries do, does and did and the modal auxiliaries
such as will, might, should and could. These auxiliaries always produce a nite verb phrase as a
result and take as arguments base form verb phrases such as eat or eat yesterday in the park.
The forms of do all act as temporal adverbs and can be captured by the lexical entries:
did
(41) s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) = (s(bse) np(3; sing; subj ))
does
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
do
where (P = 3 or N = sing)
In the last lexical entry we have restricted the values of the person and number feature so that they
can be anything but the combination of third person and singular. Notice that the argument verb
phrase and result verb phrase categories share their person and number features. This will be true
of all auxiliary entries, some of which may in addition restrict the person and number features as
is found with does and do.
The modal adverbs are syntactically distributed in exactly the same way as the temporal adverbs
in terms of verb form, but they are not marked for any nominal agreement. We thus provide the
following lexical entries:
(42) s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
will, should, might
n

n

n

n

!

n

6

n

!

n

!

6

n

!

9
A uniform treatment of prepositional phrase semantics under these syntactic assignments is provided in Carpenter
(1989) with an event-based sentential semantics.
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Using these auxiliary categories we get the following tree:
(43)
swim
do
s(fin) np(3; plu; subj )
: do
s(bse) np(3; plu; subj ) : swim
= (s(bse) np(3; plu; subj ))
s(fin) np(3; plu; subj ) : do(swim)
The verb phrase do run could then combine with a third person plural subject such as the penguins
to form a nite sentence.
n

n

n

n

Predicative

The various forms of be, often referred to as the copula , can be used before predicative verb phrases
such as eating the herring to produce verb phrases displaying the entire range of verb forms. We
will take the following lexical entry for the base form of the copula:
(44) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
be
The predicative auxiliary displays the full range of nominal agreement as can be seen from the
following nite lexical entries:
is
(45) s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) = (s(pred) np(3; sing; subj ))
s(fin) np(1; sing; subj ) = (s(pred) np(1; sing; subj ))
am
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
are
where N = plu or P = 2
s(fin) np(P; sing; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; sing; subj ))
was
where P = 1 or P = 3
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
were
where N = plu or P = 2
The auxiliary verbs are unusual in that they have irregular in ectional patterns, as is displayed by
am, are, was and were.
Finally, we have predicative and perfective forms of be, which display the following categories:
(46) s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
being
s(perf ) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
been
Consider the example parse trees:
eating
(47)
am
s(fin) np(1; sing; subj ) = (s(pred) np(1; sing; subj ))
s(pred) np(1; sing; subj )
s(fin) np(1; sing; subj )
n

n

!

n

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

!

n

n

n

!

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

n

n

(48)

I

np(1; sing; subj )

am eating

s(fin) np(1; sing; subj )
s(fin)
n

From now on we will suppress the semantic constants as we did in this example, since they are fully
determined by the phrase-structure schemes and lexical constants.
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We will see more of the predicative auxiliary when we consider lexical rules and give an account
of the range of possible predicative complements. One bene t of our analysis is that we will
not have to provide further lexical entries for the copula. GPSG and LFG treat the copula as a
degenerate auxiliary which is not marked for any feature in its complement other than PRED : +
to explicitly mark the predicative aspect and BAR : 2 to restrict attention to saturated phrases
(corresponding to maximal projections). These are features that show up on adjectives, progressive
verb phrases, noun phrases and prepositional phrases, among others. This option of only restricting
the complement by a few features is not open to us in a strict categorial grammar framework; the
adjectives, verb phrases and adverbial phrases simply do not share a single category and could thus
not be provided with a single syntactic lexical entry (although a single semantic constant might be
provided for all of the di erent lexical entries in a mono-typed semantics such as that provided by
Chierchia and Turner (forthcoming)).

Perfective

The various forms of have take perfective verb phrase arguments and produce a range of results,
much like the predicative auxiliary forms. The base form perfective auxiliary entry is:
(49) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(P; N; subj ))
have
Notice that like the other auxiliaries, the only function of the base form have is to carry along the
nominal features and shift the verb form of its argument. The in ected forms will all be restrictions
of this category and include the following:10
had
(50) s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(P; N; subj ))
s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(3; sing; subj ))
has
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(P; N; subj ))
have
where not (P = 3 and N = sing)
These lexical entries will allow the following phrase-structure tree:
eaten
(51)
have
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(P; N; subj ))
s(bse) np(P; N; subj )
s(bse) np(P; N; subj )
Note that we can analyze even longer sequences of auxiliaries such as will have been eating without
overgenerating parse trees for syntactically ill-formed sequences.
n

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

n

In nitive

Following Gazdar et al. (1982), we will categorize to as a special kind of auxiliary without nite
forms. The category we assign to to will produce in nitive form verb phrases from base form verb
phrases, thus requiring the lexical entry:
(52) s(inf ) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
to
This entry will result in expressions such as to eat being categorized as in nitive verb phrases
without person or number restrictions. Note that the categorization that we provide will allow us
to wantonly generate split in nitives.
n

10

n

!

The auxiliary forms of have should not be confused with the homonymous transitive verb have as in having fun.
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We will only consider the role of in nitives as providing clausal complements to control verbs
such as promise and believe. We do not disucss the use of in nitives in sentential subject constructions such as:
(53) a. [to run] is fun.
b. [(for us) to vote] would be useless.
We will also not discuss the role of for in optionally providing subjects to in nitive clauses. To also
occurs with base form verbs in purpose clauses and in nitival relatives as described in Gazdar et
al. (1985):
(54) a. The man [(for us) to meet with] is here.
b. They are too crazy [(for us) to meet with].
In all of these cases, there is an unbounded dependency construction where a noun phrase is missing
from the in nitival verb phrase.

Negative
For lack of a better section in which to include the negative modi er, we include it under our
treatment of auxiliaries. We take lexical entries for not according to the following scheme:
(55) s(V ) np(P; N; C ) = (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
not
where V = fin
This accounts for the fact that negation can be applied to any form of verb phrase other than nite.
Consider the following analysis:
sing
(56)
not
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
s(bse) np(P; N; subj )
s(bse) np(P; N; subj )
n

n

!

6

n

n

n

n

(57)

does

s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) = (s(bse) np(3; sing; subj ))
s(fin) np(3; sing; subj )
n

n

not sing

s(bse) np(3; sing; subj )
n

n

It should be noted that the category for the negative is actually a modi er and takes the verb form
of its argument as the resulting verb form and carries along person and number features. This will
allow us to correctly categorize expressions involving nested auxiliaries and negations such as:
(58) Opus would not have been not eating herring.

3.5 Complemented Categories

In this section we will consider a number of additional lexical entries which produce categories that
we have already discussed as applicative results.
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Simple Polytransitive Verbs

A verb may take noun phrase arguments in addition to the subject, as is evidenced by transitive
and ditransitive verbs such as hit and give. These verbs have the following lexical entries:
(59) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
hit
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) = np(P 3; N 3; obj )
give
From now on, we will only present verbs in their base form; the in ected categories of these verbs is
wholly determined by their base forms, as only the verb form of the nal sentential result changes.
Notice that the complements other than the subject have to be noun phrases with object case
marking. We thus capture the following simple contrast:
(60) a. Opus gave him the herring.
b. * Opus gave he herring.
c. He hit Opus.
d. * Him hit Opus.
In keeping with our methodology of distinguishing category assignments by means of surface distribution, we will distinguish between di erent verbs in terms of their lexical entries. In governmentbinding theory, on the other hand, all verbs are assigned the same basic lexical category V according
to X -theory and analyzed with identical phrase-structure rule instances. A verb phrase such as
sneezed might be analyzed as
(61) [[[run]V ]V ]V
and a verb-phrase such as hit Opus might be analyzed as
(62) [[[hit]V [opus]N ]V ]V
The reason that the proponents of government-binding theory are led to this kind of analysis is
because they adhere to a convention of assigning verbs such as sneeze and hit that require di erent numbers of arguments, to the same lexical category assigned to all verbs.11 The number of
arguments that a particular verb requires is also marked in government-binding theory, but this
information is not dealt with in terms of di ering phrase structure rules, but by an independent
module called the -criterion, whose job it is to lter out analyses in which a lexical head is assigned
to an inappropriate number of complements or complements go unassigned.12 The fact that we
allow di erent verbs to be assigned to di erent categories in which complements are determined
directly greatly reduces the depth and complexity of the resulting phrase-structure trees. Of course,
we must assume that there is some principled method of assigning lexical categories to basic expressions in the same way that government-binding theory must assume that there is some method
of determining the -roles appropriate for each each basic expression. One step in the direction
of determing -roles in a principled way has been taken within the LFG framework (see Bresnan
(1982c) and Levin (1987)).
n

!

n

!
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0
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The problem is compounded in most recent versions of government-binding theory, which require maximal projections for agreement, in ection and sometimes even for tense and aspect.
12
A similar factoring of labor between thematic role and phrase structure information is found in LFG (Kaplan
and Bresnan 1982).
11
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Sentential Complement Verbs

Besides taking noun phrase objects, a verb may take sentential complements. Consider the following
lexical entries:
(63) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(fin)
know, believe
With this lexical scheme we produce analyses such as
opus ran
(64)
knew
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(fin)
s(fin)
s(fin) np(P; N; subj )
Notice that the only verbs of this sort take nite sentences as complements. The subject case
marking on the subject of the complement is enforced by the verb phrase within the complement
sentence. For instance, we capture the following distinction:
(65) a. Opus believed he ate.
b. * Opus believed him ate.
This is because the sentence must be analyzed with he ate forming a subtree, and ate requires its
subject argument to be marked with subject case.
There are sound lexicl motivations for analyzing sentential complement verbs with the lexical
entry in (63) rather than with the alternative given in (66):
(66) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(fin) np(P 2; N 2; subj )) = np(P 2; N 2; subj )
know
The primary lexical evidence comes from rules which apply to verb complements, such as passivization and detranstivization; these rules do not apply to the subject within a sentential complement
verb phrase such as believe Opus ate. For instance, we have:
(67) a. Opus [ [knew him] [to eat herring] ].
b. He was known to eat herring by Opus.
c. Opus [saw [he [ate herring] ] ].
d. * He was seen ate herring by Opus.
These examples also provide evidence for our analysis of control verbs below, which do allow lexical
rules to act on their objects.
n

!

n

n

n

n

!

Complementized Sentential Complement Verbs
In this section we will consider complementized sentences and their role as complements, such as
those bracketed in:
(68) a. I believe [that Opus ate].
b. I wonder [whether Opus ate].
c. I persuaded Binkley [that Opus ate].
d. I bet Binkley ve dollars [that Opus ate].
e. I prefer [that Opus eat].
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Our account will follow that presented for GPSG in Gazdar et al. (1985). We will simply
include some additional verb forms, which in this case are limited to whether, that and thatb. We
assume the following lexical entries for the complementizers themselves:
that
(69) s(that) = s(fin)
s(thatb) = s(bse)
that
s(whether) = s(fin)
whether
!

!

!

Note that the second entry for that takes sentential complements which are in base form. (69)
allows us to produce analyses such as:
Opus
ate
(70)
whether
s(whether) = s(fin)
np(3; sing; subj )
s(fin) np(3; sing; subj )
s(fin)
s(whether)
We could then provide the main verbs in (68) with the following lexical entries:
believe,know
(71) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(that)
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(that) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
persuade
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(that) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) = np(P 3; N 3; obj )
bet
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(whether)
wonder
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(thatb)
prefer
These entries provide the means to analyze all of the sentences in (68) with complementized sentential complements with di erent features. Complementized sentences display di erent behavior
from sentences found without complementizers, as can be seen in the case of unbounded dependency
constructions in relative clauses, such as:
(72) a. * who I believe that ran
b. who I believe ran
Transformational theories have gone to great length to di erentiate the two cases, beginning with
Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) that-trace lter, which still surfaces in a more generalized form in
current analyses employing Chomsky's government-binding framework.
n

n
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Prepositional Complement Verbs
In this section we study the role of prepositions as case-markers in sentences such as:
(73) a. Opus approved [of the herring].
b. Bill gave the herring [to Opus].
c. Bill bought the herring [for Opus].
d. Opus talked [to Bill] [about the herring].
e. Opus conceded [to Binkley] that Bill stunk.
f. Binkley required [of Opus] that he eat.
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Following the GPSG analysis (Gazdar et al. 1985), we will assume that the bracketed prepositions
in (73) are simply marking the thematic participant roles of the verbs' arguments. Note that the
traditional analysis of (73)b takes the to to be a dative case marker.
Under this analysis, we will simply have prepositions take noun phrase arguments and return
specially case marked noun phrases such as np(3; sing; to) or np(2; plu; for). We use the following
lexical entries:
(74) np(P; N; for) = np(P; N; obj )
for
np(P; N; to) = np(P; N; obj )
to
We must include parallel entries for the prepositional complementizers such as about, of and with.
This will allow us to produce parse trees for prepositional complements such as:
(75)
you
for
np(2; plu; for) = np(2; plu; obj )
np(2; plu; obj )
np(2; plu; for)
We can now simply subcategorize our prepositional complement verbs for the types of prepositional
arguments that they take, as in the following:
approve
(76) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; of )
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; to) = np(P 3; N 3; obj )
give
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; for) = np(P 3; N 3; obj )
buy
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; about) = np(P 3; N 3; to)
talk
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(that) = np(P 2; N 2; to)
conceded
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = s(thatb) = np(P 2; N 2; of )
required
It is important to keep in mind the order in which objects are sequenced. In pure categorial
grammars, a functor consumes arguments which are closest to it rst. Taking the lexical entries in
(76) would then allow the following analysis of a ditransitive dative verb like give:
to opus
(77)
give the herring
s(fin) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P; N; to)
np(3; sing; to)
s(fin) np(P; N; subj )
Note that we will need two distinct lexical entries to get the di erent orderings displayed in:
(78) a. Opus talked to Binkley about herring.
b. Opus talked about herring to Binkley.
Another alternative would be to treat one of the orderings as basic and assume that the other
orderings are derived with some sort of heavy constituent shifting rule.
It is important to keep in mind the distinction between prepositional complements, prepositionlike expressions occurring in idiomatic verbs such as hang up and freely occurring modi ers such
as walk under. Consider the following examples:
(79) a. I hung up the phone.
b. I hung the phone up.
c. The phone was hung up.
!
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(80)
(81)

a. I gave the herring to Opus.
b. * Opus was given the herring to.
c. * Opus was given to the herring.
a. I walked under the bridge.
b. The bridge was walked under.

Bresnan (1972, 1982c) argued that particles such as up and even free modi ers such as under
could, in some situations, form lexical compounds with closely related verbs like hang and walk,
thus allowing lexical rules like passive to operate over the results. One possibility in this case would
be to follow GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985) and use categories such as the following:
(82) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) = part(up)
hang
part(up)
up
So-called \particle movement" as displayed in (79)b could then be treated in exactly the same
manner as other instances of heavy noun phrase shift (see Morrill 1988). The proper treatment of
phrasal verbs and verbs with particles, as found in (79) and (81) is far from settled, so we have
simply demonstrated how prepositional phrases can be analyzed as case-marked noun phrases.
n

!

!

Expletive Subject Verbs

Some verbs do not take normal subject noun phrases, and instead, require that their subjects be
the expletive it. For instance, consider the case of:
(83) a. It is raining.
b. * Opus is raining.
We will introduce a special case marking it to indicate the expletive subject in the lexical entry:
(84) np(3; sing; it)
it
We then assume that an expletive subject verb like raining will be subcategorized for just this kind
of subject, which leads to the lexical entry:
(85) s(bse) np(3; sing; it)
rain
We give these verbs third singular marking simply because that is their agreement pattern and
will allow us to make other lexical entries more uniform, but not because we believe that they are
in some sense assigned a person or number. With these lexical entries we will get the following
analysis tree:
rained
(86)
it
np(3; sing; it)
s(fin) np(3; sing; it)
s(fin)
Of course, this will lead to a slight problem in that the meaning assigned will be rained(it), whereas
the it subject is really serving only as a dummy. This could be captured by assigning a constant
function (with, for instance, a vacuous abstraction in the -term) as the semantics of rain and some
arbitrary interpretation to the constant it.
!

n

!

n
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To allow analyses of sentences involving both auxiliaries and expletive subjects, it is actually
necessary to slightly generalize the lexical entries for the auxiliaries. Thus, where we previously
allowed third person singular auxiliaries to have only subject case marking, we will also allow them
to have expletive it case marking. Thus, for instance, we will need the additional entry:
(87) s(bse) np(P; N; it) = (s(pred) np(P; N; it))
be
Of course, this could be marked on the original entry using a straightforward feature logic.
n

n
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Control Verbs

We will take the class of control verbs to loosely include all verbs which take a verb phrase complement and determine the semantics of the complement verb phrase's subject, possibly in conjunction
with other complements.13 We will not be concerned with the semantics of control verbs or how
they supply subjects for their complements. It is quite easy to do so in uni cation grammars (see
Bresnan 1982b) or with the kind of higher-order typed semantics employed here (see Klein and
Sag 1985). Control verbs are traditionally classi ed along two dimensions. The rst of these is the
subject/object dimension, which determines whether the subject or direct object of the main verb
controls the complement subject. The second distinction is between the so-called raising and equi
verbs, the raising verbs being those which do not provide the controlling complement a thematic
role, while the equi verbs do provide such a role. Examples of the various possibilities are as follows:
Opus wants to eat.
(88) (Subject-Equi)
* It wants to rain.
(Subject-Equi)
Opus promised Binkley to eat.
* It promised Opus to rain.
(Object-Equi)
Binkley persuaded Opus to eat.
* Binkley persuaded it to rain.
(Object-Equi)
Binkley appealed to Opus to eat.
* Binkley appealed to it to rain.
(Subject-Raising) Opus tends to eat.
It tends to rain.
(Subject-Raising) Opus seems to Binkley to eat.
It seems to Opus to rain.
(Object-Raising) Binkley believed Opus to eat.
Binkley believed it to rain.
These verbs have typically been referred to as obligatory control verbs, to distinguish them from verbs which can
display control-like behavior that is not determined purely syntactically.
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This distribution can be accounted for with the following lexical entries:14
promise,want
(89) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; subj )) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P 2; N 2; subj )) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
persuade
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P 2; N 2; subj )) = np(P 2; N 2; to)
appeal
s(bse) np(P; N; C ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; C ))
tend
where C = subj or C = it
s(bse) np(P; N; C ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; C )) = np(P 2; N 2; to)
seem
where C = subj or C = it
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P 2; N 2; C 1)) = np(P 2; N 2; C 2)
believe,want
where (C 1 = it and C 2 = it) or (C 1 = subj and C 2 = obj )
The contrast between subject and object control is expressed in terms of the agreement features
of the noun phrase complement within the in nitive complement. The contrast between raising
and equi control is captured by the distribution of the case marking. Presumably, these syntactic
distinctions will be re ected in the meanings assigned to the control verbs. Using our lexical entries,
we produce the following parse trees:
(90)
opus
persuading
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
np(3; sing; obj )
= (s(inf ) np(3; sing; subj ))
= np(3; sing; obj )
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(3; sing; subj ))
persuading opus
(91)
to run
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
s(inf ) np(3; sing; subj )
= (s(inf ) np(3; sing; subj ))
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
Notice the contrast between the agreement between features found in previous analysis of the object
control verb persuade and the subject control verb promise in the following parse trees:
(92)
them
promised
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; subj )) = np(2; plu; obj )
np(2; plu; obj )
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; subj ))
promised them
to run
(93)
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; subj ))
s(inf ) np(P; N; subj )
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
We can analyze the raising verb seem with an expletive complement as follows:
(94)
seemed
to rain
s(fin) np(3; sing; it) = (s(inf ) np(3; sing; it))
s(inf ) np(3; sing; it)
s(fin) np(3; sing; it)
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We will simply assume a basic entry for the version of want that does not take a direct object and for the
version of seem that does not take a prepositionally marked noun phrase. The reason we do not try to account
for detransitivization is that the rule is very selective and does not apply productively. We assume its operation is
closely linked with an analysis of lexical semantics. See Bresnan (1982d) for an analysis of detransitivization and the
interaction between the grammatical and thematic aspects of control.
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These lexical categorizations will in fact respect the grammaticality judgements expressed in (88).
We will analyze perception verbs such as see and watch in the same manner as other object
raising verbs. We thus assume the following lexical entries:
see, notice
(95) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; C 1)) = np(P 2; N 2; C 2)
where (C 1 = it and C 2 = it) or (C 1 = subj and C 2 = obj )
s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(bse) np(P 2; N 2; C 1)) = np(P 2; N 2; C 2)
hear, watch
where (C 1 = it and C 2 = it) or (C 1 = subj and C 2 = obj )
The only di erence between these and the other raising verbs is the verb form of the complement
clause. This will allow us to provide the correct analysis of the following sentences:
(96) a. I saw Opus eating.
b. I saw it raining.
c. I probably did watch Opus eat.
d. I will see it rain.
An interesting class of verbs that seem to share many properties of the control verbs are those
that take adjectival complements such as appear and look. These can be captured by the lexical
entries:
(97) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = (n(N ) = n(N ))
appear, look
These lexical entries are necessary to produce readings for sentences such as:
(98) The herring will look red.
The more complicated entry
(99) s(bse) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; to) = (n(N ) = n(N ))
appear, look
could be employed to handle sentences such as:
(100) The herring appeared red to Opus.
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Lexical Predicatives
There is an entire class of verb-like basic expressions which show up primarily as complements to
the copula and as adverbial and adnominal expressions. Consider the following:15
(101) a. angry [about the weather]
b. afraid [that Opus sneezed]
c. insistent [that Opus run]
d. eager [to run]
These expressions will all be lexically categorized as having applicative results which are predicative
verb phrases. They will not be in ected for other verb forms. Our lexical rules will then map the
15
Note that the analysis of easy, which is usually contrasted with that of eager and other tough -class adnominals
involves an analysis of unbounded dependency constructions and will thus fall outside the scope of this paper. See
Morrill (1988) for a compatible analysis of tough-class adnominals.
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predicative entry into the other functions that these phrases can perform. We need the following
lexical entries:
angry
(102) s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; about)
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = s(that)
afraid
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = s(thatb)
insistent
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (s(inf ) np(P; N; subj ))
eager
These lexical categorizations will insure that all of the examples in (101) will be able to serve as
predicative verb phrases and thus act as complements to the various forms of be.
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Sentential Adverbials
There are adverbs such as because and while which take nite sentential arguments and produce
post-verbal modi ers as a result. This leads to the following lexical entries:
(103) s(V ) np(P; N; subj ) (s(V ) np(P; N; subj )) = s(fin)
because, while, after, if
These entries allow us to provide expressions such as because Opus ate the herring with the same
category as a simple post-verbal adverb such as yesterday.
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Control Adverbials

Adverbs also parallel complex verbs in taking either verb phrases or a combination of a verb phrase
and an object noun phrase complement. For instance, we have the following acceptable sentences:
(104) a. Opus swam after eating.
b. Opus probably swam to be moving.
c. Opus swam with Binkley cheering.
For these adverbs, we assume the following lexical entries:
while, before
(105) s(V ) np(P; N; subj ) (s(V ) np(P; N; subj ))
= (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))
s(V ) np(P; N; subj ) (s(V ) np(P; N; subj ))
to
= (s(bse) np(P; N; subj ))
s(V ) np(P; N; subj ) (s(V ) np(P; N; subj ))
with
= (s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; subj ))
= np(P 2; N 2; obj )
Notice that the rst two entries are subject control adverbs in that the subject of the main clause
is forced to agree with the subject of the clause embedded in the adverb, while in the last entry, the
embedded verb phrase agrees with the embedded object. Of course, these facts have more e ect on
the semantics than the syntax, since non- nite clauses in English are not marked for agreement.
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Complementized Nouns

Since we are concentrating primarily on details of the verb phrase, we will not present an extended
analysis of nouns which are subcategorized for complements. Consider the following examples of
complementized nouns drawn from the GPSG grammar in Gazdar et al. (1985):
(106) a. love [of herring]
b. argument [with Opus] [about the herring]
c. gift [of herring] [to Opus]
d. belief [that it will rain]
e. request [that Opus eat]
f. plan [to eat]
It is possible to account for the complement behavior of all of these nouns, by simply adding the
lexical entries:
love
(107) n(sing) = np(P; N; of )
n(sing) = np(P; N; about) = np(P 2; N 2; with)
argument
n(sing) = np(P; N; to) = np(P 2; N 2; of )
gift
n(sing) = s(that)
belief
n(sing) = s(thatb)
request
n(sing) = (s(inf ) np(P; sing; subj ))
plan
We will not consider the interesting phenomena of nominalization, as seen in such cases as:
(108) a. Binkley's running
b. The running of Binkley
c. The giving of the herring to Opus by Binkley
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It is not clear whether the genitive in (108)a or the prepositions in (108)b or (108)c are to be
analyzed as modi ers or as complements. Either analysis would be possible within the framework
we are developing here.
Another matter that is not handled by our lexical entries is the fact that prepositionally marked
complements can often occur in any order. For instance, in (106)b and (106)c, we could also have
(109) a. argument about herring with the silly penguin
b. gift to Opus of the funny little sh
It is not clear from these examples whether there is a true free word order or something like heavy
noun phrase shift being employed. If it is some kind of noun phrase shift, then these examples
would naturally be handled with the same syntactic mechanisms as are involved in unbounded
dependency constructions (see Morrill 1987b, 1988, Gazdar et al. 1985). If the alternation between
the examples in (106) and (109) is not an example of heavy shift, then an alternative explanation
is required. One possibility would be to simply list multiple lexical entries with the di erent orders
indicated. A similar problem is encountered in an attempt to apply the simple directed categorial
grammar we employ here to free word order languages such as German (see Reape (1989) and
Steedman (1985) for treatments of free word order in a categorial framework).
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Possessives

We can analyze the simple possessive construction with the following lexical entry:
(110) np(3; N; C ) = n(N ) np(P 2; N 2; obj )
's
This will allow us to produce the following noun phrase analysis.
Opus
's
herring
(111)
np(3; sing; C 2)
np(3; sing; C ) = n(sing) np(3; sing; C 2)
n(sing)
np(3; sing; C ) = n(sing)
np(3; sing; C )
We have made sure that the possessive marking combines with a noun phrase to produce a determiner category which then applies to a noun to produce a noun phrase. Stricly speaking, the
possesor argument can not be a pronoun, as there are special lexical entries for possessive pronouns.
We will also not consider the use of genitive noun phrases such as Opus's where they are obviously
playing some sort of complement role, in cases such as:
(112) a. The herring of Opus's is red.
b. Opus's giving of the herring to Bill was unwise.
We could, on the other hand, simply add another entry for the possessive marker to produce genitive
noun phrase results, as in:
(113) np(3; N; gen) np(3; N; C )
's
which would allow Opus's to be categorized as np(3; sing; gen). The possessive of could then be
lexically marked to take a genitive noun phrase object. Evidence for the fact that more than one
entry is necessary for 's is given by the following two noun phrases:
(114) a. my herring
b. Opus's herring
c. the herring of mine
d. the herring of Binkley's.
Then we could classify my as a determiner, while mine would be classi ed as np(3; sing; gen).
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4 Lexical Rules
What we have presented up to this point forms the core lexicon of our grammar and consists of
assignments of categories to basic expressions. We have also seen examples of how the application
rules recursively determine the compositional assignment of syntactic and semantic categorizations
to complex expressions in terms of the assignments to their constituent expressions. But the
lexical entries that we have provided are not sucient to account for many patterns of distribution
displayed by the expressions that we have introduced. For instance, predicative verb phrases can
occur as post-nominal modi ers and plural nouns can serve as noun phrases without the aid of a
determiner. To account for additional categorizations which are predictable on the basis of core
lexical assignments, we introduce a system of lexical rules.
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Lexical rules serve the purpose of expressing lexical regularities. Functionally, they create new
lexical entries which are predictable from existing lexical entries. By continuing to apply lexical
rules until no more entries can be found, we generate a closed lexicon. Nothing in the lexical rule
a ects the application schemes, so distributional regularities must be accounted for solely in terms
of additional lexical category assignments. Viewed in this way, our lexical rules serve much the
same purpose as the lexical metarules of GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985) and the lexical rules of LFG
(Bresnan 1982). In GPSG, metarules produced new phrase structure schemes from existing ones.
Our lexical categorizations, when coupled with the universal application schemes, correspond quite
closely to phrase structure rules. Producing new lexical entries in a categorial grammar serves the
same purpose as producing new basic categories and lexical phrase structure rules in a context-free
grammar.
In categorial grammar contexts, it is common to follow Dowty's (1982) proposal to encode
grammatical role information such as the object and subject distinction directly in the category
by means of argument order. Under this positional encoding of the obliqueness hierarchy, the
arguments consumed earliest by a category are considered most oblique.16 For instance, in the case
of the ditransitive verb category s np1 = np2 = np3 , we would have np1 as the subject argument, np2
as the object and np3 as the indirect object. A transitive verb category such as s np1 = np2 would
not have an indirect object, and other categories, such as those assigned to control verbs, would
have phrasal or sentential complements. These assumptions concerning grammatical functions are
directly incorporated into the semantic portion of GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985) and into the lexical
hierarchy of HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1987). The way our lexical rules are de ned, they will have
access to arguments of verbs in certain positions determined by obliqueness, thus giving them
the power to perform operations which apply to subjects, the most oblique argument, and so on.
Passive is a prime example of where this sort of re-encoding of complement order is carried out,
and functionally, our lexical rules share a striking resemblance to those de ned over grammatical
roles such as subject and object in Lexical Functional Gramar (Bresnan 1982c). In addition, LFG
lexical rules can delete noun phrase complements from lexical entries for verbs (where verbs are
the heads of sentences, and thus have sentences as their applicative results, in our terminology),
change the case marking of complements, alter the nal result category, and so on. In this section,
we will see examples of lexical rules with all of these functions.
It is signi cant that we have assumed a set of lexical rules rather than a set of unary rules that
might apply at any stage in a derivation. By forcing our rules to apply before syntactic applications
and more speci cally, before any other kind of unbounded dependency construction, their e ects
will be strictly localized or bounded . That is, our rules operate solely over a lexical category and
its complements. This property is also shared by the LFG lexical rules and GPSG metarules.17
We should make clear from the start that we will not be concerned with any form of in ectional
or derivational morphology. We have avoided in ectional morphology by choosing an in ectionally
impoverished language, namely English, for which it is possible to simply list all of the available
lexical forms (sometimes using schematic entries employing variables over features). In particular,
n

n
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Our notion of obliqueness is di erent from that of Pollard and Sag (1987), where a distinction is made between
obliqueness and order of argument combination.
17
Unbounded dependencies were treated in GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985) by by the passing of features, some of
which are introduced by lexical metarules. The slash features bear a striking similarity to the slashes in categorial
grammar, and the way in which they are propagated is reminiscent of the abstraction rules applied in extended
categorial grammars (Morrill 1988).
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both singular and plural forms of nouns and various verb forms must be explicitly listed for each
word in our core lexicon. We will similarly ignore derivational morphology such as pre xation and
suxation. Of course, it would be nice to have a characterization of in ectional and derivational
morphology compatible with the lexicon presented here, but none has been worked out in detail.
Nothing in the present system places any restrictions on the way that morphological or in ectional
morphology might be realized. Both the approaches of Moortgat (1987c, 1988b) and Dowty (1979)
to morphology in categorial grammar are compatible with the lexicon presented here. In fact, it
has been argued that a categorial system is actually useful in describing derivational morphological
operations (Hoeksema and Janda 1988; Keenan and Timberlake 1988; Moortgat 1987c, 1988b). To
carry out a thorough morphological analysis, operations will be needed of similar functionality to
those developed below for handling lexical redundancy rules. Conceptually, in ectional and derivational operations would apply before the types of lexical rules that we consider here. We simply
assume a fully generated base lexicon consisting of the results of the in ectional and derivational
systems. Our lexical rules are meant to account for distributional regularities of a xed morphological form rather than generating more lexical entries by applying derivational or in ectional
operations. Before going into the technical details of the lexical rule system, we will present simple
rules for bare plurals and for so-called subject-auxiliary inversion.

Bare Plurals

We will consider the case of bare plurals rst, where the basic pattern to be accounted for is as
follows:
(115) a. (Some) Penguins ate herring.
b. (Some) Tall penguins ran quickly.
c. (Some) Penguins in the band played yesterday.
The parenthetical determiners are optional for plural nouns. The sentences in (115) are all perfectly
grammatical without the determiners. We will account for this fact with the simplest of our lexical
rules:
(116) n(plu) $ = np(3; plu; C ) $
:x1 : xn:indef ((x1 ) (xn ))
There are a number of components of this rule which require individual explanation. The syntactic
operation performed by a lexical rule is expressed by a category rewriting rule with the possible
occurrence of the string variable $ . We use the $ in the same way as Ades and Steedman (1982)
to range over strings of alternating slashes and categories beginning with a slash and ending with
a category, such as = np, = np = np, and np (s np) = np. The intuition here is that any lexical
entry whose syntactic category matches the pattern n(plu) $ will be an acceptable input to the bare
pluralization rule. A category that matches this pattern will have a nal applicative result of n(plu)
with an arbitrary string of complements coming in either direction. The $ will always be used in
this way to allow rules to operate over applicative results and simply pass the complementation of
the input category to the output category. The same information could be expressed recursively
rather than via string pattern matching, but the recursive presentation is quite messy.18 It should be
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18
One possibility is to build bindings for the $ variable recursively, generating an in nite set of lexical rule instances
without string variables, with the ground case being where the $ is instantiated to the empty string.
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noted that the uni cation categorial grammar system of Zeevat et al. (1987) treats complementation
with a data structure consisting of a string of categories marked for directionality; in a system such
as theirs, it is quite natural to express lexical rules such as the ones presented here by employing
an operation of string uni cation, although this is not something that is actually done in their
system.19 The syntactic ouput of the bare pluralization rule will then consist of the output pattern
with the same instantiation of the $ variable. Examples of the syntactic e ects of this rule are
given in the following table, where the input category, output category and string of slashes and
categories that match the $ string variable are given:
Output
$
(117) Word Input
kids n(plu)
np(3; plu; C )

tall n(plu) = n(plu)
np(3; plu; C ) = n(plu) = n(plu)
in
n(plu) n(plu)
np(3; plu; C ) n(plu)
n(plu) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
= np(P 2; N 2; obj )
= np(P 2; N 2; obj )
We have used the symbol  to stand for the null string. The overall syntactic e ect is to take a lexical
entry whose syntactic category matches the input to the rule and produce a lexical categorization
whose syntax is given by the output of the rule. Ignoring the semantics for the time being, the
bare pluralization rule will take the lexical entries:
penguins
(118) n(plu)
n(plu) = n(plu)
tall
n(plu) n(plu) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
in
and produce the following lexical entries:
penguins
(119) np(3; plu; C )
np(3; plu; C ) = n(plu)
tall
np(3; plu; C ) n(plu) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
in
The new noun phrase lexical entry for the plural penguins has the obvious utility of allowing us to
parse sentences such as penguins waddle. For the functor categories, consider the following parse
trees:
kids
(120)
tall
np(3; plu; C ) = n(plu)
n(plu)
np(3; plu; C )
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(121)

kids

n(plu)

!

in

np(3; plu; C ) n(plu) = np(3; sing; obj )
np(3; plu; C ) n(plu)
np(3; plu; C )
n

Pittsburgh

np(3; sing; obj )

n

The signi cant thing to note here is that the lexical rules do not operate on the traditional head
of a phrase, but on the category that produces the nal applicative result. Thus, since the root of
19
See Siekmann (1989) for a discussion of universal uni cation, which concerns building equational theories into
the uni cation algorithm. The uni cation of strings built up by concatenation is captured by an equational theory
with an associative binary operator representing concatenation and an identity element representing the null string.
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the tree in (120) is determined by the applicative result of the adjective, the lexical rule must be
applied to the adjective. Similarly, in (121), the rule must be applied to the preposition, as it will
provide the nal applicative result. The lexical rules, by means of the $ variable, can access the
eventual applicative result of a category and modify it. Thus, by applying the lexical rule to every
category which can eventually produce a n(plu) result, we are guaranteed that any tree which is
rooted at an n(plu) has a corresponding tree rooted at np(3; plu; C ), since the lexical rule could
have been applied to the functor that produced the n(plu) result. Thus, we have really achieved
the result of adding a unary syntactic rule of the form:
(122) n(plu) np(3; plu; C ):
With this rule operating in the syntax, we would get parse trees such as:
kids
(123)
tall
n(plu) = n(plu)
n(plu)
n(plu)
np(3; plu; C )
In the case of bare pluralization, exactly the same set of strings will be accepted with the lexicon
after applying the bare pluralization rule as would be accepted by adding a syntactic unary rule
such as (122) to account for bare plurals.20
We turn now to the semantic e ects of lexical rules. The semantic component of a lexical rule is
expressed as a polyadic -term which when applied to the semantics of the input category produces
the semantics of the output category. The rst argument, , will be the semantics of the input.
Complications arise from the fact that lexical rules operate over varying syntactic types, so a single
semantic operation will not suce. For the bare pluralization rule in (116), and in subsequent rules,
the semantic function will contain a string of abstracted variables x1 ; : : : ; xn whose types will not
be known until the types of the category matching the $ symbol are known. It is assumed that if
we take the $ variable to match a string of categories and slashes n n n?1 n?1 1 1 (where
i is either a forward or backward leaning slash), then the type of the variable xi is taken to be
the type of i (the orders are reversed because of the conventions for arguments being reversed in
-abstractions and categorial grammar complements). Thus, in the case of the bare pluralization
rule, the semantic e ect is given as follows:
(124) Category Semantic Rule
n
n :indef ()
n=n
hn;ni :xn1 :indef ((x1 ))
n
n n = np hnp;hn;nii :xnp
1 :x2 :indef ((x1 )(x2 ))
It is also worth noticing that the semantic constant indef must be of the type n; np to insure that
the resulting term is well de ned. Any constants introduced by lexical rules will be of a single xed
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In general, lexical rules will not be equivalent to the corresponding unary rules. For instance, adnominal predication, which applies to lexical categories of the form n = n to account for verb phrases such as is tall will not apply to
expressions such as tall fat which can be syntactically analyzed as category n = n by means of extended composition
rules necessary for unbounded dependency and coordination constructions. Similarly, there is no way to express a
unary rule for a lexical operation like passivization without resorting to some sort of wrapping operation or $ string
variable convention (see Bach 1980, 1984 and Dowty 1978), since the most oblique argument and subject must be
simultaneously a ected.
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type. The polymorphic behavior of the semantic operation comes from not knowing in advance how
many complements are going to be taken to match the $ . In all of our lexical rules, these unknown
arguments are simply fed back into the semantics of the input so that the semantics of the lexical
rule can have a uniform e ect. In the case of our bare plural rule, we will get the following lexical
entries as a result (again suppressing the features on types for readability):
kids
(125) np(3; plu; C ) : indef (kids)
n
tall
np(3; plu; C ) = n(plu) : x1 :indef (tall(x1 ))
n :indef (in(x1 )(x2 ))
in
:x
np(3; plu; C ) n(plu) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) : xnp
2
1
The bare pluralization rule will also apply to other categories with plural nominal results, such as
intensi ers and complementized nouns.
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Yes/No Questions

Before going on to handle the general case of predicatives, we will consider another simple lexical
rule which can be used to account for yes/no questions such as the following:
(126) a. Did Opus eat?
b. Is Opus eating?
c. Has Opus eaten?
Assuming that we include an additional verb form ynq for yes/no questions, we can use the following
lexical rule to capture the use of auxiliaries to form questions:
= s(ynq)
(127) s(fin) np(P; N; C )
= (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
= (s(V ) np(P; N; C ))
= np(P; N; C )
:xnp :vhnp;si :ques(v(x))
where V = fin and V = inf
This rule will apply to an auxiliary category and output a category which takes a noun phrase and
verb phrase argument to produce a yes/no question as a result. This rule will result in the following
basic and derived lexical entries:
(128) s(fin) np(2; plu; subj ) = (s(bse) np(2; plu; subj ))
do
n

)

n

n

6

do

6

n

n

!

s(ynq) = (s(bse) np(2; plu; subj )) = np(2; plu; subj )
xnp :vhnp;si :ques(do(v)(x))
n

!

(129) s(fin) np(1; sing; subj ) = (s(pred) np(3; sing; subj ))

am

n

n

s(ynq) = (s(pred) np(1; sing; subj )) = np(1; sing; subj )
xnp :vhnp;si :ques(am(v)(x))
n
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do
!

am

!

am

(130) s(fin) np(3; sing; subj ) = (s(perf ) np(3; sing; subj ))

has

n

n

s(ynq) = (s(perf ) np(3; sing; subj )) = np(3; sing; subj )
xnp :vhnp;si :ques(has(v)(x))
n

!

has

!

has

These new lexical entries can be used in analyses such as the following:
I
am
(131)
running
s(ynq)
np(1; sing; subj )
s(pred)
= (s(pred) np(1; sing; subj ))
i
np(1; sing; subj )
= np(1; sing; subj )
running
xnp :vhnp;si :ques(am(v)(x))
s(ynq)
= (s(pred) np(1; sing; subj ))
vhnp;si :ques(am(v)(i))
s(ynq) : ques(am(running)(i))
n

n

n

5 Predicatives
In this section, we will present a detailed analysis of the distribution of predicatives in English and
in so doing, demonstrate the utility of schematic lexical rules with complement string variables.

5.1 Passivization

While passivization might be more fairly characterized as a morphological operation, we will discuss
its e ects on syntactic and semantic categorizations and ignore its phonological and orthographic
e ects. The passive rule provides an excellent example of the full power of schematic lexical rules.
The passive operation applies to a verbal category that produces a sentential result and takes at
least one object-marked nominal complement to its right. The syntactic result is a new category
whose most oblique obj marked noun phrase complement is replaced with an optional by marked
noun phrase. Semantically, the subject and most oblique complement switch thematic roles. For
instance, consider who is doing what to whom in the following active and passive constructions:
(132) a. Opus loved bill.
b. Bill was loved by Opus.
c. Bill was loved.
d. Bill was loved by something.
In both (132)a and (132)b, Opus is the `lover' and Bill the `lovee'. In the case of (132)c Bill still
plays the role of `lovee', but there is now an existential quanti cation of some variety lling in the
missing role so that (132)c is roughly equivalent in meaning to (132)d.21
Our primary consideration in treating the passive in this section is that it produces a predicative
verb phrase result (note the necessary copula in the passives in (132)). Our claim is that in any
21
In the case of quanti ed subjects as in the sentence Every cat was loved, the existentially quanti ed position for
the `lover' would have to take narrow scope to account for the fact that a di erent individual may love each cat.
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context where a predicative verb phrase such as hitting Opus is licensed, it is also possible to have
a passive verb phrase such as hit by Opus (of course, the thematic roles are reversed in the passive
version). Consider the following examples:
(133) a. Binkley saw Bill hitting Opus.
b. Binkley saw Opus hit by Bill.
c. Opus danced when watching Bill.
d. Opus danced when watched by Bill.
e. Opus ate herring with Bill o ending him.
f. Opus ate herring with Bill o ended by him.
g. Was Opus hit by Bill?
It should be kept in mind while reading this section that anything that gets classi ed as a predicative
verb phrase will be able to occur in any location in which a lexical predicative verb phrase may
be found. This is due to the fact that there is nothing in a categorial analysis that is sensitive
to derivational histories; every analysis involving a complex expression is determined solely on
the basis of the category assigned to the root of its parse tree. In government-binding theory, on
the other hand, the number of traces and indices within a phrase-marker is quite signi cant as it
interacts with modules such as the binding, subjacency and empty category principles.
In our ocial notation, the passive rule is as follows:
(134) s(bse) np(P 1; N 1; subj ) $ = s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; subj ) $
= np(P 2; N 2; obj )
= np(P 1; N 1; by)
:x1 : xn:y2 :y1 :(y1 )(x1 ) (xn )(y2 )
Note that the by marked noun phrase occurs inside of the $ in the result, thus forcing it to occur
after the other complements in the verb phrase.
As we have allowed ourselves no direct representation of optional complementation, we will need
the following additional rule to deal with the situation where the by-phrase is omitted:
(135) s(bse) np(P 1; N 1; subj ) $ = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) = s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; subj ) $
:x1 : xn:y1 :(y1 )(x1 ) (xn)(something)
We will consider how these rules apply to the di erent categorizations that we have given to
transitive and poly-transitive verbs in the rest of this section.
n
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Simple Transitive Passives
Consider the distribution of the passives in the following simple transitive and bitransitive verbs:
(136) a. Opus hit Binkley
b. Binkley was hit (by Opus).
(137) a. Bill gave Opus herring.
b. Opus was given the herring (by Bill).
c. The herring was given (by Bill).
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To derive this example by application of the passive rule, it is rst necessary to be able to derive
the detransitivized active version: Bill gave the herring.
(138) a. Bill gave herring to Opus.
b. Herring was given to Opus (by Bill).
In the case of (136), we have the following basic lexical entries and entries derived by applying the
passivization rules:22
(139) s(bse) np(subj ) = np(obj ) : hit
s(pred) np(subj ) = np(by) : x:y:hit(y)(x)
s(pred) np(subj ) : y:hit(y)(something)
n

!

n

!

n

!

hit
hit
hit

This will give us the following analysis for the passive in (136)b:
(140) Binkley
was
by Opus
hit
np
s(fin) np
s(pred) np = np(by)
np(by)
binkley
= (s(pred) np)
x:y:hit(y)(x)
opus
was
s(pred) np
y:(hit(y)(opus))
s(fin) np
was(y:(hit(y)(opus)))
s(fin)
was(y:(hit(y)(opus)))(binkley)
Now suppose that we x a simple control-based semantics for was, such as:
(141) was =def P hnp;si:xnp :past(P (x))
In the case of the passive analysis, we would then have:
(142) was(y:hit(y)(opus))(binkley) = past(hit(binkley)(opus))
This semantic treatment of passivization is for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken
as a serious proposal. But it does illustrate how the thematic roles are preserved from the usual
derivation of the active version in (136)a:
(143) Opus
hit
Binkley
n

n

n

n

n

np

opus

s np = np
n

hit

s np

np

binkley

n

s(fin)

hit(binkley)

hit(binkley)(opus)
We will not consider how the phonological or orthographic representation is a ected in the move from the base
form to the passive form, such as in the derivation of the passive forms eaten, hit and loved from the stem forms
eat, hit and love.
22
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In the situation where the by-phrase is omitted, the second lexical rule for passivization in (135)
will apply, e ectively lling the semantic position that would have been contributed by the subject
with something. For instance, this would give us the following semantics for (136)b without the
by Opus complement:
(144) a. Binkley was hit.
b. past((hit)(binkley)(something))
Next consider what happens to the semantics of a bitransitive verb such as give when it undergoes passivization:
(145) s np(subj ) = np(obj ) = np(obj ) : give
give
s np(subj ) = np(by) = np(obj ) : x:y:z:give(z)(x)(y)
given
This will result in the following semantic analyses:
(146) a. Bill gave Opus the herring.
b. give(opus)(the(herring))(bill)
n

!

n

!

(147) a. Opus was given the herring by Bill.
b. past(give(opus)(the(herring))(bill))
In the case of the to marked bitransitive we would have the basic and derived lexical entries:
(148) s np(subj ) = np(to) = np(obj ) : giveto
give
s np(subj ) = np(by) = np(to) : x:y:z:giveto(z)(x)(y)
given
The result is the following semantic assignments:
(149) a. Bill gave the herring to Opus.
b. giveto(the(herring))(opus)(bill)
n

!

n

!

(150) a. The herring was given to Opus by Bill.
b. past(giveto(the(herring))(opus)(bill))
Ordinarily, a lexical rule of some sort would be employed to produce a bitransitive entry for (145)
from the to marked version for (148) (see Bresnan 1982c, for example). This operation is usually
referred to as dative shift , to indicate that the preposition to marks what is classically the dative
case. This is the type of rule which we will not consider, because it is not fully productive (that
is, not all dative or to marked arguments can be shifted to an indirect object position). But the
e ects of such a shift could be described as follows in the cases where to marked arguments become
indirect objects:
(151) s np(subj )=np(to)=np(obj ) = s np(subj )=np(obj )=np(obj )
:x:y:z:(y)(x)(z)
If we assumed that the to marked version resulted from this rule, we would have:
(152) giveto = x:y:z:give(y)(x)(z )
n

)

n
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Consequently, (149)a and (146)a would be assigned the same semantics. There are a number of
subtle thematic e ects that must be accounted for at the level of the base lexicon which we will
not consider (but see Dowty (1979)).
The following transitive sentential complement verbs will undergo passivization in exactly the
same way as bitransitive verbs such as give:
(153) a. I convinced Bill that Opus ate.
b. Bill was convinced that Opus ate (by me).
The syntactic category s np = s assigned to know is not of the correct category to undergo passivization, so that we get the correct prediction:
(154) a. I know Opus ate.
b. * Opus was known ate (by me).
n

Passive and Control
Consider the following cases of passivization with control verbs:
(155) a. Opus persuaded Bill to eat the herring.
b. Bill was persuaded to eat the herring.
(156) a. Opus promised Bill to eat the herring.
b. * Bill was promised to eat the herring.
(157) a. Bill saw Opus eating.
b. Opus was seen eating.
In all of the situations where the passive is acceptable, the following syntactic conversion is carried
out:
(158) s np(subj ) = (s np) = np(obj ) = s np(subj ) = np(by) = (s np)
Just as in the previous cases, the semantics will be una ected. What remains to be explained is
Visser's generalization that only object-control verbs may undergo passivization. The distinction
is explained in terms of the completeness and coherence conditions which require speci ed thematic
roles to be lled (Bresnan 1982c). We must rely on general semantic selectional restrictions, which
will be necessary in any case to handle morphological operations, which are known to be particularly selective about the lexical semantics of their inputs (see Dowty 1979, chapter 6, for similar
arguments concerning such lexical operations as the causative).
An interesting case arises for raising verbs such as believe, since passivization will have to
account for the possibility of expletive objects moving into subject position. Consider the pair:
(159) a. Milo believed it to be raining.
b. It was believed to be raining (by Milo).
Our lexical rule will need to be generalized to apply to oblique complements marked with it and
carry this marking into their new surface role as subjects. For instance, we would warrant the
following syntactic operation on the expletive version of believe:
(160) s np(subj ) = (s np(it)) = np(it) = s np(it) = np(by) = (s np(it))
n

n

n

n

)

)

n

n

n

n
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Sentential Subjects and Passivization

Not only can expletives be made into subjects by passivization, but complementized sentences can
also be promoted to subjecthood, as seen in:
(161) a. Bill knew that Opus ate.
b. That opus ate was known (by Bill).
c. Bill wondered whether Opus ate.
d. * Whether Opus ate was wondered (by Bill).
These examples will not be handled by the current passivization rule. One solution to this would
be to abandon our treatment of complementizers as marking verb forms, and instead consider
them to be a special kind of case marked determiner of the category np(3; sing; that) = s(fin).
This is very similar to the proposal of Sag et al. (1985), based on Weisler (1982), which admits
NP [NFORM : S ] as a categorization of complementized sentences. We would then need to
assume that complementized sentential complement verbs like knew were syntactically categorized
as s np(subj ) = np(that). In this case, we could treat that in the same way as the expletive marked
it subjects in (160) using the generalized passive rule to deal with normal, expletive and sentential
subjects. The details of this proposal remain to be worked out, and consideration should also be
given to in nitival sentential subjects such as in:
(162) ((For Opus) to eat herring) is annoying.
In this case, there is an additional complication stemming from the optionality of the for noun
phrase, which plays the role of the subject of the in nitival subject.
n

Overgeneration, Selection and Phrasal Passives

The way in which our lexical rules are de ned, passivization will also apply to verbal adjuncts that
take object nominal arguments. For instance, consider the category assigned to prepositions and
the resulting output of applying the passivization rule to it:
(163) s(bse) np(P; N; C ) (s(bse) np(P; N; C )) = np(P 2; N 2; obj )
= s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; subj ) (s(pred) np(P 2; N 2; subj )) = np(P; N; by)
This would allow us to generate both the acceptable and unacceptable examples in the following
and will assign the same thematic roles in both the active and passive examples:
(164) a. Opus walked under the bridge.
b. The bridge was walked under by Opus.
c. Opus hit Bill under the bridge.
d. * The bridge was hit opus under by Bill.
e. Opus ate with Bill watching.
f. * Bill ate with watching by Opus.
Obviously, some restrictions must apply to the application of passivization. The simplest thing to
do would be to mark the sentential applicative result of actual verbs with some binary feature that
marked whether or not it was a verb. This is the usual strategy employed in uni cation grammar
theories such as GPSG or HPSG to account for this kind of selectional restriction.
To account for the grammatical instance of passivization in (164)b, it is necessary to treat
walk under as a unit which is categorized as a transitive verb (Bresnan 1982c).
n
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5.2 Adnominal Predicatives

One of the major types of predicative is the adnominal, in either its adjectiveal and post-nominal
forms. Consider the following examples of the predicative functions of adnominals:
(165) a. The herring was [red] yesterday.
b. The herring was probably [extremely red].
c. The herring was believed to be [with Opus].
d. A herring is usually eaten when [red].
e. Was the herring [with Opus] yesterday?
f. Is the herring not [very tasty] in Pittsburgh?
In all of these examples, a nominal modi er is used in the same manner as a predicative verb phrase.
For instance, the nominal modi ers are modi ed by pre and post-verbal adverbials, and may show
up in yes/no questions. Our account of this distribution is di erent from other accounts such as
those found in GPSG (Sag et al. 1985) in that we assume a lexical rule that provides an entry
with the applicative result s(pred) np when applied to adnominals. To achieve this, we assume
the following two lexical rules for the pre-nominal and post-nominal modi ers:
(166) n(N ) = n(N ) $ = s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) $
:x1 xn :y:pred((x1 ) (xn ))(y)
n

)

n





(167) n(N ) n(N ) $ = s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) $
:x1 xn :y:pred((x1 ) (xn ))(y)
In these lexical rules, pred must be of the type n(N ); n(N ) ; np(P; N; subj ); s(pred) , thus
taking an adnominal and noun phrase argument to produce a predicative sentential category. We
will not be concerned about the denotation of pred, but we have supplied it with all of the
arguments that it could possibly require.
Consider the rst of these rules, which applies to pre-nominal adnominals, with the following
results:
(168) n(N ) = n(N ) : red
red
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) : pred(red)
red
n
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n
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(169) n(N ) = n(N ) = (n(N ) = n(N )) : very
very
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = (n(N ) = n(N )) : xhn;ni :pred(very(x))
very
The second rule will apply to prepositions as follows:
(170) n(N ) n(N ) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) : with
with
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = np(P 2; N 2; obj ) : xnp:ynp:pred(with(x))(y)
with
A similar category will result when the lexical rule is applied to prepositions which do not take
complements, such as inside. These new categories will allow the following syntactic derivations:
(171)
Opus
with
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = np(3; sing; obj )
np(3; sing; obj )
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
!
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(172)

probably

very

s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
= (s(pred) np(P; N; subj ))

tall

s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
n(N ) = n(N )
= (n(N ) = n(N ))
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )
s(pred) np(P; N; subj )

n

n

n

n

n

Again, it is important to note that this lexical rule will allow adnominals (those with result category
n n or n = n) to occur in any location that a predicative verb phrase might occur.
While we have not dealt with relative clauses, since their proper treatment depends on an
analysis of unbounded dependency constructions, we present a simpli ed account of subject relative
clauses for the sake of illustrating the way in which agreement is handled by lexical rules. The
following pair consists of the basic entry for the subject relative who along with the result of
applying the adnominal predication lexical rule:23
(173) n(N ) n(N ) = (s(fin) np(P; N; subj ))
who
s(pred) np(P 2; N; subj ) = (s(fin) np(P; N; subj ))
who
These entries will account for the following contrast:
(174) a. The penguin who sings
b. * The penguin who sing
c. Opus is who sings.
d. * Opus is who sing.
The reason that the second example can not be analyzed is that the number of the verb phrase
argument to the relative clause will be the same as the number of the resulting adnominal, which
in turn, will be the number of the predicative result. This can be seen in:
(175)
sings
who
n(sing) n(sing)
s(fin) np(P 2; sing; subj )
= (s(fin) np(P 2; sing; subj ))
n(sing) n(sing)
n

n

n

!

n

n

!

n

n

n

n

(176)

sings
s(fin) np(P 2; sing; subj )

who

s(pred) np(P; sing; subj )
= (s(fin) np(P 2; sing; subj ))
s(pred) np(P; sing; subj )
n

n

n

n

The auxiliary be will then pass along the number agreement information from the predicative
who sings, requiring the subject of the main clause to be singular.
Object relative pronouns could be assigned to the category n n = (s = np(obj )), with sentences lacking object noun
phrases such as Bill hit and Opus believed he hit analyzed as being of the category s = np using extended categorial
operations (see Morrill (1987b, 1988) and Steedman (1987, 1988)). Of course, it would also be possible to treat
slashes denoting gaps or traces as occurring in a di erent feature than those for normal complements (see Pollard
and Sag (forthcoming) or Zeevat, Klein and Calder (1987)).
23

n
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5.3 Nominal Predicatives

Full noun phrases can also be used as predicatives, as long as they do not have quanti cational
force. This can be seen in the examples:
(177) a. Opus is [a hero].
b. * The penguins is a hero.
c. The penguins were known to be [the real heros].
d. Opus celebrated while still [a hero] in Bloom County.
e. Was Opus really [a penguin]?

Note that there has to be agreement between the number of the predicative noun phrase and the
number of the subject, as evidenced by (177)a and (177)b.24 We can account for the distribution
of nominal predicatives with the following lexical rule:
(178) np(P; N; obj ) $ = s(pred) np(P 2; N; subj ) $
:x1 xn :ynp:npred((x1 ) (xn))(y)
Again, we will not be concerned with the actual content of the npred constant, other than the
fact that it takes two noun phrase arguments and produces a predicative sentential result. The
requirement that the noun phrase undergoing the lexical rule be in object case is so that we capture
the contrast in:
(179) a. Opus is him.
b. * Opus is he.
Some examples of the application of this rule are as follows:
(180) np(3; sing; obj ) : opus
Opus
s(pred) np(P; sing; subj ) : npred(opus)
Opus
)

n





!
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(181) np(3; N; obj ) = n(N ) : the
s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) = n(N ) : xn:npred(the)(x)
n

!
!

the
the

This rule will provide our rst example of nested lexical rule application. By applying the
bare pluralization rule, it was possible to convert any category that produced a result of category
n(plu) into one with the same complements that produced an applicative result of the category
np(3; plu; C ). All of these plural nominals, such as penguins, tall and with will also serve as input
to the predication rule. For instance, we have:
(182) np(plu) n(plu) = np(P; N; obj )
with
s(pred) np(P 2; plu; subj ) n(plu) = np(P; N; obj )
with
n

n

!

n

!

24
Complications arise in the case of conjoined noun phrases, as in Opus and Bill are animals, where the two
proper names are singular, but their coordination is plural. To see that the coordination is plural, note that
Opus and Bill run is grammatical, while * Opus and Bill runs is not. Also note that disjunctions remain singular, so
that Opus or Bill runs is grammatical, while * Opus or Bill run is not.
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This entry will allow the following analysis:
with
Opus
(183) penguins
n(plu)
s(pred) np(P; plu; subj ) n(plu)
np(3; sing; obj )
= np(3; sing; obj )
s(pred) np(P; plu; subj ) n(plu)
s(pred) np(P; plu; subj )
n

n

n

n

n

5.4 Sentential Coordination and Predicatives

The standard coordination scheme used in phrase structure grammars to account for sentential
coordination allows two identical verbal categories to be conjoined to form a result of the same
category. This is usually captured by means of a phrase structure scheme of the form:
(184) : (f1 )(f2 )
: f1 co :  : f2
where is taken to be an arbitrary category that produces a sentential applicative result of any
verb form and where co is the syntactic category assigned to coordinators such as and and or.25 As
it stands, this coordination scheme is not sucient to deal with noun phrase coordinations, which
raise a number of syntactic and semantic diculties (see Hoeksema 1987, Carpenter 1989).
For instance, we want to be able to produce analyses such as:
(185)
Opus ate
and
Opus drank
s(fin) : ate(opus) co : and s(fin) : ate(opus)
s(fin) : and(ate(opus))(drank(opus))
As usual, we will not be concerned with the value of and, but the situation is slightly di erent here
in that and must be polymorphic and apply to an arbitrary pair of verbal categories (see Gazdar
1980). A verbal category is de ned to be any category with an applicative result of s. For the sake
of illustration, we make the following semantic assumption:
(186) (f )(g) = x1 xn :(f (x1 ) (xn ))(g(x1 ) (xn ))
where  is the semantics of the coordinator and where f (x1 ) (xn ) is of type s.26 Thus, we would
have the following semantic assignment:
(187)
loves
and
hates
s np = np : love co : and s np = np : hate
s np = np : x1 :x2 :and(love(x1 )(x2 ))(hate(x1 )(x2 ))
The problem that is usually encountered with the coordination of predicatives is that they are not
assigned to the same categories, so that they can not be coordinated according to this coordination
scheme. This has led those working within uni cation grammar formalisms to extend the operations
!









n

n

n

This scheme is usually extended to deal with constructions consisting of multiple coordinators such as either-or
constructions, as well as constructions consisting of more than two conjuncts (see Gazdar 1981b). Binary coordination
will serve to illustrate our major points.
26
A non-distributive semantics will actually be necessary to avoid the usual problems surrounding the interaction
between quanti cation and coordination in sentences such as every penguin waddles or swims, which does not mean
that every penguin waddles or that every penguin swims (see Carpenter 1989).
25
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and allow an operation of generalization, since predicatives are usually assumed to share a feature

PRED : + (see Karttunen 1984). Having insured by means of lexical rules that the predicatives
are uniformly assigned to the category s(pred) np, there is no diculty encountered with the
n

coordination of \unlike" categories. For instance, we would have the analysis:
and
a penguin
(188)
short
s(pred) np : pred(short) co : and s(pred) np : npred(a(penguin))
s(pred) np : x:and(pred(short)(x))(npred(a(penguin))(x))
Using this verb phrase analysis and our simple control semantics for was would produce the following
semantic analysis:
(189) a. Opus was [ [short] and [a penguin] ].
b. past(and(pred(short)(opus))(npred(a(penguin))(opus)))
In a similar fashion, we could analyze all of the sentences in:
(190) a. Opus is [short] and [a penguin].
b. Opus is [in the kitchen] and [eating].
c. Opus ate herring with Binkley [sick] and [watching the whole a air].
d. Opus is [tired], but [eager to eat].
e. Milo is [the editor of the paper] and [afraid that Opus will leave].
Of course, extending the binary coordination scheme to an n-ary version would allow multiple
predicatives to be coordinated.
n

n

n

5.5 Predicatives as Adjuncts

Besides occurring as complements to the copula be, another major function of predicatives is to
act as adjuncts. In this capacity, predicatives can modify either nouns or verb phrases. We will
consder these uses in turn.

Predicatives as Adnominals
When used as adnominals, predicatives show up post-nominally. This distribution can be accounted
for with the following lexical rule:
(191) s(pred) np(P; N; C ) $ = n(N ) n(N ) $
:x1 xn :yn:adn((x1 ) (xn))(y)
In this case, adn is of the semantic type np; s ; n; n so that it takes a predicative verb phrase
as input and produces an adnominal. We will not be concerned with the actual content of adn.
This rule of predicative adnominalization will simply allow predicatives to occur as post-nominal
modi ers. When applied to derived verbal predicatives, this will result in the grammaticality of
the following noun phrases:
(192) a. the kid [talking]
b. s(pred) np = n n
n
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(193) a. the cat [hitting Opus]
b. s(pred) np = np = n n = np
n

)

n

(194) a. the kid [ [persuading Opus] [to eat the herring] ]
b. s(pred) np = (s(inf ) np) = np = n n = (s(inf ) np) = np
n

n

)

n

n

(195) a. the herring [being eaten]
b. the herring [not [seen by opus] ]
c. s(pred) np = (s(pred) np) = n n = (s(pred) np)
n

n

)

n

n

In these examples, the verb that undergoes the lexical shift has been put in bold face, with the
resulting categorial transformation listed below. Notice that in the last example, the negative
not and auxiliary being are assigned to identical syntactic categories, and thus undergo exactly
the same lexical rules. Also note that with respect to coordination, an adnominalized predicative
such as admiring is assigned to the same category as a nominal preposition, so that the following
sentence would be allowed:
(196) The kid [with and admiring] the short penguin eating herring.
Predicative adnominalization will also apply to verbal modifers, with the following e ects:
(197) a. the herring [probably [being eaten] ]
b. s(pred) np = (s(pred) np) = n n = (s(pred) np)
n

n

)

n

n

(198) a. the herring [eaten yesterday]
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = n n (s(pred) np)
n

n

n

)

n

n

n

It is important to note that the adverbials will still be required to modify a predicative verb phrase,
since that is their only categorization that can serve as input to the rule. This will rule out potential
noun phrases such as:
(199) * the herring eat yesterday
Adjunct attachment ambiguities will be preserved by the adnominalization rules, and hence the
following noun phrase has two analyses, depending on which adverb is being operated on by the
lexical rule:
(200) a. the herring [probably [being eaten today] ]
b. the herring [ [probably being eaten] today]
Besides the simple adverbs, predicative adnominalization will also apply to prepositional phrases
and other complementized adjuncts. For instance, we will have the following:
(201) a. the herring [swimming [beside Opus] ]
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = np = n n (s(pred) np) = np
n

n

n

)

n

n

(202) a. the penguin [ [eating herring] [while swimming] ]
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np)
n n (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np)
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n
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(203) a. the penguin [swimming [with [the water] [nearly freezing] ] ]
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np) = np
= n n (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np) = np
The predicative adnominalization rule produces output with a nal applicative result of n, with
the possibility that it will be n(plu). Thus the output of any application of the adnominalization
rule will serve as valid input to the bare pluralization rule. Consequently, all of the examples
given above with a nal applicative result of n(plu) will also have a categorization with a nal
applicative result of np(3; plu; C ). Thus, we could derive all of the previous examples without
determiners if plural nouns were substituted for the singular ones. For instance, all of the following
can be analyzed as plural noun phrases after the bold faced predicative adnominals undergo bare
pluralization:
(204) a. cats hitting opus
b. penguins being hit by cats
c. penguins probably hitting cats
d. penguins swimming beside the herring
e. penguins eating herring while swimming
In conjunction with the adnominal predication rule (167), the predicative adnominalization rule
(191) will lead to circularity in the lexicon. This can easily be seen from the categorial e ects of
the rules:
(205) s(pred) np(P; N; C ) $
= n(N ) n(N ) $
= s(pred) np(P; N; subj ) $
This leads to circular derivations such as the following in the case of nominal prepositions:
(206) n(sing) n(sing) = np
= s(pred) np = np
= n(sing) n(sing) = np
While this does not lead to any additional strings being accepted, it will cause problems for implementations if there is not some test for redundancy. For instance, every time a new lexical entry
is created, a test could be performed to determine whether or not it has already been generated.
This is a typical step in any kind of straightforward closure algorithm. The real problem, though,
will be semantic, if there is no way to make sure that the semantic value of the circular derivations
turn out to be the same.
Another interesting thing to recognize about the interaction of the predication and adnominalization rules is that they will generate post-nominal adnominal categories for every pre-nominal
adjective (but not conversely), according to the following derivation chain:
(207) n(N ) = n(N ) $ = s(pred np(P; N; subj ) $ = n(N ) n(N ) $
The resulting categorizations will allow us to derive the following \poetic" uses of adjectives such
as:
(208) a. the ocean blue
b. the trees [tall and broad]
c. the herring [red and delicious]
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The only explanation for why these adjectives do not show up in this location more often seems to
be that they already have a perfectly good home before the nominals that they modify. Presumably,
there is some pragmatic rule operating which requires more simple forms to be used in the case where
there are two possible locations. Such rules can, and will, be overridden where other pragmatic
considerations are more signi cant.

Predicatives as Adverbials
It is possible for predicatives to function as adverbials in the same manner that they function as
adnominals. Their standard position is post-verbal in these cases, but they will often be found in
a fronted position. We will only be concerned with their standard post-verbal position and assume
that the fronted versions are analyzed by some kind of topicalization rule. The lexical rule we
propose is as follows:
(209) s(pred) np(P; N; C ) $ = s(V ) np(P; N; C ) (s(V ) np(P; N; C )) $
:x1 xn :yhnp;si:predadv((x1 ) (xn ))(y)
In this case, the constant predadv must be of the type np; s(pred) ; np; s(V ) ; np; s(V ) , so
that it takes a predicative verb phrase and returns a modi er of an arbitrary verb.
The application of this rule can be seen in the following examples of well formed sentences, using
the same notational conventions as previously, where we have included the topicalized versions in
some cases for comparison:27
(210) a. Opus ate herring swimming.
b. Swimming, Opus ate herring.
c. s(pred) np = s(V ) np (s(V ) np)
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(211) a. Opus swam upstream [singing [a little song] ].
b. Singing a little song, Opus swam upstream.
c. s(pred) np = np = s(V ) np (s(V ) np) = np
n
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n

n

n

(212) a. The band performed [wanting Opus [to sing] ].
b. s(pred) np = np = s(inf ) np = s(V ) np (s(V ) np) = np = s(inf ) np
n

n
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n

n

n

n

(213) a. Opus performed [looking awfully red]
b. s(pred) np = (n = n) = s(V ) np (s(V ) np) = (n = n)
Just as in the adnominal case, the adverbialization rule will apply to adjuncts, thus allowing
modi ed predicative verb phrases to act as adverbials. Consider the following examples:
(214) a. Opus was probably bored [ [singing in the shower] yesterday].
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = s(V ) np (s(V ) np) (s(pred) np)
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If in fact, the fronted versions of these adjuncts are not topicalized, then they could be accounted for by another
lexical rule of the syntactic form:
s(V ) np (s(V ) np) $ = s(V ) = s(V ) $ .
This rule would allow for arbitrary post-verbal adverbs to be fronted, but not create unbounded dependencies where
they could modify embedded clauses.
27
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(215) a. Opus showed his skill yesterday [swimming [in [the ocean] ].
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = np = s(V ) np (s(V ) np) (s(pred) np) = np
n

n

n
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n

n

n

n

n

(216) a. Opus [set a new record] [swimming [after [Binkley danced] ] ].
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = s(fin)
= s(V ) np (s(V ) np) (s(pred) np) = s(fin)
n
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n

(217) a. Opus [was happy] [swimming [while [watched by Binkley] ] ].
b. s(pred) np (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np)
= s(V ) np (s(V ) np) (s(pred) np) = (s(pred) np)
n
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n

n

n
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n

n

n

n

n

Not counting the circular derivations derived from the interaction between predicative adnominalization and adnominal predication, the lexicon generated from a nite base lexicon would always
be nite. But with the inclusion of the predicative adverbialization rule, a lexicon with an in nite
number of distinct categories will be generated, since the rule will apply to its own output to form a
larger category in terms of the number of complements that it takes. Simply consider the following
initial segment of an in nite derivation chain:
(218) s(pred) np
= s(pred) np (s(pred) np)
= s(pred) np (s(pred) np) (s(pred) np)
= s(pred) np (s(pred) np) (s(pred) np) (s(pred) np)
=
Examples employing the rst few elements of this sequence are as follows:
(219) a. Opus performed the piece shaking.
b. Opus performed the piece [ [singing the words] shaking].
c. Opus performed the piece
As with most constructions that can be nested, the acceptability of the sentences drops o quickly
above a few levels of embedding. The usual argument is that the constructions are grammatical,
but simply dicult to process.
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6 Conclusion
The grammar that nally results from the application of all of our rules will be equivalent to a fairly
straightforward context free grammar, and is thus decidable. But the use of rules that produce
in nite sequences of unique categorizations will not allow the entire lexicon to be pre-compiled in
an implementation. Some sort of top-down information will be necessary to insure that useless
categories are not generated. Unfortunately, as we prove in the appendix, arbitrary lexical rules
operating over a nite lexicon can generate undecidable languages.
The bene t of the system presented here is that it is possible to retain a universal set of phrasestructure schemata, preserving the radical lexicalist hypothesis that all language-speci c structure
is encoded in the lexicon. The lexicon presented here should be of use to anyone working on topics
such as unbounded dependency and coordination phenomena in extended categorial grammars,
as it provides evidence that the basic phrase-structure of a language can be captured naturally
47

in terms of categorial lexical entries. Viewed from the most abstract level, a categorial lexicon
is simply a method for encoding information about the complements an expression can take; the
lexicon presented here shows how many constructions can be captured when this information is
employed with only simple applicative categorial phrase-structure rules.

A Generative Power of Categorial Grammars with Lexical Rules
In this section, our main result will be the fact that string recognition in our language is R.E.complete. What this means is that an arbitrary recursively enumerable language can be generated
by a nite lexicon closed under a nite set of lexical rules. Furthermore, every language generated
by a nite lexicon closed under a nite set of lexical rules will in fact be recursively enumerable.
Of course, this means that in general, string recognition with respect to a speci ed grammar and
lexical rule system will be undecidable in the worst case. Besides this result, we will also present
a characterization of the possible parse trees that limits the categories that can arise as a linear
function of the number of basic expressions in a string. Before going on to our system, we will
brie y review similar results that have been found to hold for formal grammars such as GPSG,
which employ context-free rules and metarules.

A.1 Generative Power of Context-Free Grammars with Metarules

The main result in this direction is a theorem of Uszkoreit and Peters (1985) which shows that
context-free grammars augmented with metarules of one essential variable are R.E.-complete in the
sense that they generate all and only the set of recursively enumerable languages.
A meta context-free grammar (MCFG) is a quintuple G = C; s; E; R; M where
C is a nite set of category symbols
(220)
s is the start symbol
E is a nite set of basic expressions
R is a nite set of context-free rules of one of the two following forms:
{ (Lexical Entry)
c e where c C and e E
{ (Phrase Structure Rule)
c0 c1 c2 cn where ci C and n 1
M is a nite set of metarules of the form:
(c0
c1 c2 cn X cn+1 cn+2 ck )
= (d0
d1 d2 dm X dm+1 dm+2 dj )
where X is a special symbol which will be interpreted to range over arbitrary
strings of categories and ci ; dj C .
We think of an MCFG G = C; s; E; R; M as generating a possibly in nite set of phrase structure
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rules M (R) de ned to be the minimal set such that:
R M (R)
(221)
if (c0 c1 cn b1 bi cn+1 ck ) M (R)
and ((c0
c1 c2 cn X cn+1 cn+2 ck )
M
= (d0
d1 d2 dm X dm+1 dm+2 dj ))
then (d0
d1 d2 dm b1 b2 bi dm+1 dj ) M (R)
We are thus thinking of the X as a variable ranging over arbitrary strings on the right-hand sides
of rules. Acceptability of a string with respect to an MCFG G is then determined by acceptability
with respect to the possibly in nite phrase structure grammar M (R) in the usual way, starting from
the start symbol s. Various tricks were employed in GPSG, which used this sort of metarule system,
to insure that the set of rules generated remained nite, and thus generated a purely context-free
grammar. The primary restriction which insured the niteness of the result was not to use the fully
closed set M (R), but rather generate a nite set of rules by applying the metarules to the basic set,
making sure to never apply a rule to its own output, even indirectly (Thompson 1982). Uszkoreit
and Peter's theorem tells us that things can be much worse in the general case.
Theorem 1 (Uszkoreit and Peters) If L is a recursively enumerable language then there is a
meta-context-free grammar G = C; s; E; R; M such that the language generated by the phrasestructure gramamr M (R) is exactly L.
The proof of this theorem employs an e ective reduction of an arbitrary generalized rewriting
system to a context-free grammar and set of metarules that generates exactly the same language.
That is, for every generalized rewriting system, an MCFG could be found that generates exactly
the same set of strings and conversely.
In the proofs presented below, we use a direct reduction from generalized rewriting systems,
so we pause to de ne them now. A generalized rewriting grammar G = V; s; T; R is a quadruple
such that V is a nite set of non-terminal category symbols, s V is the start symbol, T is a set
of terminal expression symbols, and R (V  V  ) (V T ) is a nite set of rewriting rules and
lexical rules, which are usually written in the forms:
(222)
v1 vn v10 vm0 where vi ; vj0 V
v t where v V and t T .
String rewriting is de ned so that:
(223) x1 xn xn+1 xn+m x1 xn xn+1 xn+m
if   R is a rule, where  and  are strings in V  . The language L(G) generated by a general
rewriting system G is de ned to be
(224) L(G) =  T  s  
where s is the start symbol and  is the transitive closure of the
relation. It is well known
that:
Theorem 2 A language L is recursively enumerable if and only if there is a generalized rewriting
grammar G = V; s; T; R such that L = L(G).
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Thus, the problem of generalized rewriting system recognition is R.E.-complete. MCFG recognition
is just as hard as recognizing arbitrary recursively enumerable languages, since every recursively
enumerable language can be expressed as an MCFG. Of course, MCFG recognition is no harder,
since all possible derivations can be easily enumerated by considering derivations in order of complexity.

A.2 Categorial Grammars with Lexical Rules

To formally de ne our system, we will say that a categorial grammar with lexical rules (CG+L)
is a tuple G = Exp; s; BasCat; ; L with a nite set Exp of basic expressions, nite set BasCat of
basic categories, a start symbol s BasCat, a nite lexcion  where  Exp Cat(BasCat) and
set of lexical rules L of the form:
(225) a0 a1 a1 ai ai $ b1 b1 bj bj = c0 c1 c1 ck ck $ d1 d1 dm dm
where ij is a forward or backward slash. In this section, we will only be concerned with the
syntactic portion of our categorial grammars and lexical rule systems.28 We will assume that a
CG+L grammar G = Exp; BasCat; s; ; L generates a possibly empty set of lexical entries closed
under the lexical rules by taking the least set L() such that:
(226)
 L()
if a0 a1 a1 ai ai e1 e1 en en b1 b1 bj bj w L()
L
and a0 a1 a1 ai ai $ b1 b1 bj bj
= c0 c1 c1 ck ck $ d1 d1 dm dm
then c0 c1 c1 ck ck e1 e1 en en d1 d1 dm dm w L()
We assume exactly the same application phrase structure schemata:
(227)
=
(forward application)
(backward application)
where ;
Cat(BasCat), and generate analyses in the usual way according to our now possibly
in nite set of rules and lexical entries. Note that we can now no longer infer that the set of rule
instances necessary will be nite, because the lexical rules can generate an in nite number of unique
categories, as could be seen with the predicative adverbialization rule.
We present two theorems, the rst of which characterizes the complexity of the output of lexical
rules and the second of which characterizes the weak generative power of the CG+L grammar
formalism.
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The semantic function attached to this rule would have to be of the form:

  (bj );:::; (b1 ) (yn );:::; (y1 ); (ai );:::; (a1 ) :xm(dm ) : : : x1 (d1 ) :yn : : : y1 :zk (ck ) : : : z1 (c1 ) :
R(wj (bj )    w1 (b1 ) :(wj )    (w1 )(yn )    (y1 ))(xm )    (x1 )(zk )    (z1 )
h

i

where R is a semantic constant of the appropriate type.
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Argument Complexity Bounds

The complexity of a category is measured in terms of the number of complements it takes to result
in a basic category. The complexity of a category is given as follows:
(228)
C ( ) = 0 if BasCat
C( = ) = C( ) = 1 + C( )
Thus the complexity of 0 1 1 n n is n if 0 is a basic category. In the following theorem,
we show that there is a nite bound to the complexity of arguments, but no upper bound to the
complexity of the overall category resulting from closing a nite lexicon under a nite set of lexical
rules.
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Theorem 3 Given a nite categorial grammar with lexical rules G =

hExp

; s; BasCat; ; L there
i

is a bound k such that the result L() of closing the categorial grammar under the lexical rules
contains only lexical entries with arguments of complexity less than k.
Proof: Since there are only a nite number of lexical entries in , there will be a bound on the
maximal complexity of arguments in the core lexicon. Since there are only a nite number of lexical
rules in L, there will be a nite bound on the maximal complexity of arguments in the output to
lexical rules. Since lexical rules can only produce outputs whose arguments were in the input or in
the lexical rule, there will be a nite bound for the resulting grammar.

Note that it is possible to derive categories of unbounded complexity, as seen with (218), it is not
possible to derive categories with arguments of unbounded complexity.
It should be noted that every derivation tree rooted at the start symbol s for a string e1 e2 en

Exp of length n cannot involve a main functor category of complexity greater than n, since the
complexity of the mother is only going to be one less than the complexity of the functional daughter.
Together with the previous theorem, this gives us an upper bound on the number of parse trees
that need to be considered for any given input string. Alas, the problem is still undecidable, as the
previous theorem shows. Of course, this situation will change when extended categorial grammar
systems are considered, although many of these systems provide normal form derivation results that
allow every derivation to be carried out within some complexity bound on the size of the categories
based on the size of the input string.


2

Decidability
In this section, we show how to e ectively reduce an arbitrary generalized rewriting grammar
to a categorial grammar with lexical rules. Since it should be obvious that categorial grammar
recognition with lexical rules is a recursively enumerable problem, we get the following:
Theorem 4 A language S is recursively enumerable if and only if there is a CG+L grammar
G = Exp; s; BasCat; ; L such that start   S is the set of strings generated from s with
the lexicon L().
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Proof: We proceed by a reduction of generalized rewriting grammars. Suppose that we have a
generalized rewriting system G = hV; s; T; Ri. We will show how to construct a weakly equivalent
categorial grammar G0 = hExp; s0 ; BasCat; ; Li. We begin by assuming that
(229) BasCat = V [ ft0 j t 2 T g [ f#g:
We have just added a basic category t0 for every terminal symbol t in the rewriting system.
We will represent an arbitrary string v1 v2    vn 2 V  by means of the categorial grammar
category #=vn    =v1 , where the # symbol is just an arbitrary end marker.
We will then need a pair of special lexical rules of the form:
(230)  v1 $ =v2 =) v2 =v1 $

v2 =v1 $ = v1 $ =v2
for each v1 ; v2 V # . These will mean that we will also get a lexical entry of the form:
(231) vm+1 =vm+2 =vn =#=v1 =v2 =vm e
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for every lexical entry we have of the form:
(232) #=v1 =vn e
where 0 m n. Furthermore, for every rule in the rewriting systme R of the form
(233) v1 vn v10 vm0
we will take a lexical rule of the form
(234) $ =vn =vn?1 =v1 = $ =vm0 =vm0 ?1 =v10 L
Given our previous observation, this means that if we have
(235) x1 xi v1 vn y1 yj x1 xi v10 vm0 y1 yj
then we will have
(236) #=yj =y1 =vn =v1 =xi =x1
= xi =x1 =#=yj =y1 =vn =v1
= xi =x1 =#=yj =y1 =vm0 =v10
= #=yj =y1 =vm0 =v10 =xi =x1
A simple induction then gives us the fact that
(237) x1 xi  y1 yj if and only if #=xi =x1 = #=yj =y1
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where = is simply the transitive closure of the lexical rule derivation relation.
Finally, we assume that we have a lexical entry of the form:
(238) #=s start 
to account for the initialization and lexical entries of the form
(239) t0 t 
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This means that we have
(240) s  v1 vn
if and only if
(241) #=v1 =vn start
With the lexical entries that we have, we only need the lexical rule:
(242) # $ = s0 $
where s0 is the start symbol of the categorial grammar G0 , which will insure that the categorial
grammar L() generates exactly the set start t1 tn t1 tn L(G) of strings.
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